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Abstract
This paper investigates how college students update their future earnings beliefs using
a unique “information” experiment: We provide college students true information about
the population distribution of earnings, and observe how this information causes them
to update their future earnings beliefs. We show that college students are substantially
misinformed about population earnings, logically revise their self-earnings beliefs, and
have larger revisions when the information is more specific and is “good” news. We
classify the updating behaviors observed and find that the majority of students are nonBayesian updaters. While the average welfare gains from our information provision are
positive, we show that counterfactually imposing Bayesian processing of information
vastly overestimates the gains from the intervention. Finally, we present evidence that our
intervention has long-lasting effects on students’ earnings beliefs.
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Introduction

Schooling decisions are made under uncertainty, in particular uncertainty about future realizations of schooling-related outcomes such as earnings (Manski, 1989; Altonji, 1993). For schooling decisions, such as choice of college major, one of the crucial elements of the decision making
process is the student’s forecast of future earnings in each potential …eld. Standard economic theory assumes that individuals: (1) have perfect information and are rational forecasters, and (2)
process new information about the various choice-speci…c outcomes as dispassionate Bayesians
do. A recent and expanding literature has relaxed the …rst assumption and collected subjective
expectations data.1
This paper focuses on the second key assumption and studies the process by which college
students update their beliefs regarding their future earnings when confronted with information
about the population distribution of earnings. We conduct an experiment on undergraduate
college students of New York University (NYU), where in successive rounds we ask respondents
(1) their self beliefs about their own expected earnings if they were to major in di¤erent …elds and
(2) their beliefs about the population distribution of earnings. After the initial round in which
the baseline beliefs are elicited, we provide students with accurate information on the population
characteristics and then re-elicit their self beliefs. Hence, we observe how this new information
causes respondents to update their self beliefs. We make our experimental design as realistic as
possible and provide students with various kinds of public information, such as average earnings
for US economics or business majors, which these students could encounter in mainstream media
sources.2 Our experimental design creates a unique panel of subjective expectations data allowing
us to study the process by which students update their own subjective beliefs in response to a
series of known shocks to each student’s information set, something extremely challenging to do
1

See Manski (2004) for a review of the literature. In the context of schooling choices, studies that use
subjective data on returns to schooling and other schooling-related outcomes include Smith and Powell (1990),
Blau and Ferber (1991), Betts (1996), Dominitz and Manski (1996), Jacob and Wilder (2010), Kaufmann (2010),
Stinebrickner and Stinebrickner (2010; 2011), Zafar (2011; forthcoming), Giustinelli (2011), Arcidiacono, Hotz,
and Kang (2011), Attanasio and Kaufmann (2011), and Wiswall and Zafar (2011).
2
For example,
the Chronicle of Higher Education lists median earnings by majors:
http://chronicle.com/article/Median-Earnings-by-Major-and/127604/, and the Wall Street Journal reports
the earnings distribution and unemployment rates by …eld of study, based on the 2010 Census data:
http://graphicsweb.wsj.com/documents/NILF1111/.
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in actual panels (often separated by months or years) where it is di¢ cult to observe the new
information that respondents acquire.
The experimental design we develop is motivated by studies that have found that individuals
are not fully informed when making human capital decisions. Most relevant to our study, Betts
(1996) …nds that college students are misinformed about the population distribution of earnings of
current graduates.3 When provided with accurate information about the population distribution
of earnings of current workers, this paper asks: (1) would students revise their self earnings
beliefs in response to this information, and (2) how do they process such information?
In general we expect students to revise their self beliefs if they are misinformed about population earnings, and their self earnings beliefs are linked to their beliefs about population earnings.
We …nd that students in our sample, despite belonging to a very high ability group, have biased
beliefs about the population distribution of earnings, For example, they under-predict annual average earnings of male workers with no college degree by $9,890 and over-predict average earnings
of male graduates in Economics/Business by $34,750. There is also considerable heterogeneity
in errors in population earnings by individual characteristics, which is largely uncorrelated with
students’observable characteristics.
After providing students public information on population earnings, we …nd that the majority
of respondents revise their self beliefs about their own future earnings at age 30. There is
substantial variation in revisions across majors, from an average downward revision of $28,540
(8.5%) in self earnings in Economics/Business to an average upward revision of $8,560 (27%) in
the no degree/not graduate category. Moreover, average absolute revisions in the treatment group
are signi…cantly larger than those of a control group –a group that reports its self earnings beliefs
twice but is not provided with accurate information on the population characteristics. Thus, as
in other studies that collect data on students’schooling choices and provide information about
certain aspects of the choice, we …nd that students are not fully informed and that providing
such information has an e¤ect on their expectations.4
3

Other studies in developing country contexts, such as Jensen (2010) and Nguyen (2010), also …nd that
students (or households) have little idea about actual returns to schooling.
4
For example, Hastings and Weinstein (2008) …nd that providing information to parents about school quality
makes them more likely to choose high quality schools. Bettinger et al. (2011), and Dinkelman and Martinez
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Our survey design with an embedded information experiment also allows us to address the
second question and assess how students process such information and form expectations. The
few studies that have analyzed how students from expectations use panel data on beliefs (Jacob
and Wilder, 2011; Stinebrickner and Stinebrickner, 2010, 2011; Zafar, 2011). While these studies
are able to study the evolution of expectations and changes in choices over time, they are limited
in their ability to estimate the causal e¤ect of information shocks on expectations. This is
because in these previous panel datasets, where each wave is typically separated by several
months or years, it is extremely challenging to identify innovations in the agent’s information
set (Dominitz, 1998; Zafar, 2011). Other …eld experiments that disseminate information about
di¤erent aspects of schooling choices get around this challenge since the researchers have control
over what information is being provided to the respondents (e.g., Jensen, 2010; and Nguyen,
2010). While these studies analyze whether information a¤ects choices, they are unable to
shed light on the underlying mechanisms that lead to revisions, and the expectations formation
process, largely because detailed data are needed to do so. Since we collect data not only on
expected self earnings but also on the distribution of earnings, and on the respondents’ priors
about the information that we provide, we are able to examine directly the heterogeneity in belief
updating.
We begin our analysis of the updating process by …rst using a series of regressions to show
that respondents: (1) update their beliefs in response to the information treatments, and (2)
update in a logical way: Revisions in self beliefs for the treatment group are related to respondents’population errors (i.e., the gap between true population earnings and perceived population
earnings –a measure of the informativeness of the revealed information for the respondents). On
the other hand, revisions for the control group are not related with the respondents’population
errors, as should be the case since control respondents are not informed about the true population earnings. This allows us to conclude that the revisions we observe are a consequence of
the provided information. However, as one would expect, the mean response of revisions in self
beliefs to population errors for the treatment group is fairly inelastic: An error of a $1,000 in
(2011) …nd that providing information on …nancial aid improves certain educational outcomes.
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population earnings results in a revision of $184 in self earnings beliefs. This suggests that self
beliefs about earnings are not entirely linked to the type of public population information we
provide. There is, however, substantial heterogeneity in self earnings revisions in response to
information. First, the response to population earnings is more pronounced the more relevant
the information is–we …nd much stronger e¤ects in treatments where respondents are provided
with information on population earnings of graduates in speci…c majors than when they are
provided with information about earnings of all workers. More importantly, as in Eil and Rao
(2011) and Mobius et al. (2011), we …nd that the e¤ect of information is asymmetric: There
is signi…cant updating when the information is good news for the respondent, i.e., when the
respondent is informed that population earnings are higher than her prior beliefs: a revision of
$347 in self earnings beliefs for an underestimation of $1,000 in population beliefs, versus $159
for an overestimation of population earnings of the same magnitude.
In the second part of the paper, we estimate a simple model of Bayesian belief-updating
and ask how respondents’observed revisions compare to the case if they were Bayesian. In our
updating model, a Bayesian person would be one who treats the provided public information as
if it were private information. Given that the information we provide to respondents is for the
general population, ex-ante we expect that students would respond insu¢ ciently (relative to the
Bayesian benchmark) to the information. While our analysis shows substantial heterogeneity
in the information-processing heuristics used by students, it is somewhat surprising that nearly
40% of the students use the Bayesian or Alarmist (i.e., excessive updating compared to the
individual-speci…c Bayesian benchmark) heuristic. Nearly a third of the students either do not
respond to the information or respond less (“Conservative") than the individual-speci…c Bayesian
benchmark.
In analyzing the patterns of updating relative to the Bayesian benchmark, we document
some important heterogeneity in belief-updating. First, we do not …nd gender di¤erences in
information processing heuristics. Second, relative to freshmen, experienced students are more
likely to be non-updaters and less likely to react excessively to information (Alarmist updating).
Third, we …nd evidence of valence-based updating in the major-speci…c treatments: Respondents
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are signi…cantly more likely to be Conservative and less likely to be Alarmist in their updating
when the news is negative, i.e., when they are informed that population earnings are lower than
their prior beliefs, than when the news is positive.
Finally, we assess whether our intervention leads to welfare gains in terms of major choice.
We …nd that the information on earnings we provide causes nearly half of the students to revise
their beliefs about graduating with the di¤erent majors. To get a sense of the impact of our information treatments on students’choices, we compute the welfare change –de…ned as change in
future expected earnings –for our sample. The mean welfare change in our sample is an increase
of $1,014 in age 30 earnings, and the welfare change is non-negative for three-quarters of our
sample. We also show that naively (counterfactually) imposing Bayesian updating would severely
overestimate the average welfare gains from our experiment. This highlights the importance of using actual data on belief-updating rather than relying on a homogeneous information-processing
rule.
While we show that our information intervention has a meaningful e¤ect on earnings beliefs
revisions, as measured within a survey, a relevant question is whether these e¤ects persist in
the long-run. For this purpose, we administered a follow-up survey to a subset of the treatment respondents two years after the …rst survey, where we re-elicited their earnings beliefs
and probabilistic choices. We …nd that follow-up self earnings beliefs are more strongly correlated with revised beliefs in the initial survey than with the baseline beliefs, indicative of our
“soft" information intervention having e¤ects that persist into the future. Our results suggest a
role for information campaigns, which tend to be cheaper than alternate intervention strategies.
However, the heterogeneity in belief-updating and the non-Bayesian updating exhibited by the
majority of our respondents also underscores the challenges in determining the e¤ectiveness of
such campaigns.
As mentioned above, our study design is motivated by the kinds of public information (about
returns to di¤erent types of educational investments) that students could encounter. At the same
time, our paper is related to the large experimental literature on information processing. One
strand of this literature explores the updating of ego-independent quantities such as which urn
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a ball is drawn from (Grether, 1980; El-Gamal and Grether, 1995). The second category studies
information processing rules in settings that are more realistic and where beliefs have direct
importance such as ability, performance, climate change, risk assessment, and e¤ectiveness of
contraceptives (see, for example, Viscusi and O’Connor, 1984; Cameron, 2005; Delavande, 2008;
Eil and Rao, 2010; Mobius et al., 2011; Grossman and Owens, 2012). Our paper belongs to
the second category: We consider the updating of earnings expectations in the context of college
major choice–an important decision with signi…cant economic consequences. In addition, most
of the existing studies consider updating of binary outcomes, or have an information structure
where the signal is binary. Our setting is a hybrid design that combines experimentally manipulated information as in laboratory experiments with a situation that is closer to real-world …eld
experiments. As a result, our setup di¤ers from the textbook case of Bayesian updating in two
ways. First, information revealed to students may already be known to them. Second, while
students are revising private beliefs about themselves, they receive public information. Both
these di¤erences have implications for the interpretation of our results. For example, our setup
should be biased against the …nding that respondents respond excessively to information. Yet,
we …nd that nearly a …fth of our respondents fall in this category. We show that our classi…cation
of updating heuristics is robust to these features of the study design.
The next section describes the data and experimental setup. Section 3 outlines a simple
model of expectations formation to explain the channels through which our information may
lead to systematic revisions of beliefs. The following two sections explore the heterogeneity in
population errors and analyze the patterns of revisions of self-earnings. Section 6 discusses the
signi…cance of the information experiment on measures of student welfare, and investigates the
long-term e¤ects of our intervention. Finally, Section 7 concludes.
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2

Data

2.1

Administration

Our data is from an original survey instrument administered to New York University (NYU)
undergraduate students over a 3-week period, during May-June 2010. NYU is a large, selective,
private university located in New York City. The students were recruited from the email list
used by the Center for Experimental Social Sciences (CESS) at NYU. The study was limited to
full-time NYU students who were in their freshman, sophomore, or junior years, were at least 18
years of age, and US citizens. Upon agreeing to participate in the survey, students were sent an
online link to the survey (constructed using the SurveyMonkey software). The students could
use any internet-connected computer to complete the survey, and were given 2-3 days to start
the survey before the link became inactive. They were told to complete the survey in one sitting.
The survey took approximately 90 minutes to complete, and consisted of several parts. Students
were not allowed to revise answers to any prior questions after new information treatments was
provided. Many of the questions had built-in logical checks (e.g., percent chances had to be
between 0 and 100). Students were compensated $30 for successfully completing the survey.

2.2
2.2.1

Study Design
Treatment Group

The survey instrument consisted of three stages (see Figure 1):
1. Initial Stage: Respondents were asked their population beliefs–beliefs about the earnings
of current workers in the labor force, and self beliefs–beliefs about own earnings and other
outcomes, conditional on completing various majors.
2. Intermediate Stage: Respondents were randomly selected to receive 1 of 4 possible information treatments. Each information treatment revealed statistics about the earnings and
labor supply of a certain group of the US population. The information was reported on
the screen and the respondents were asked to read this information before they continued.
7

Respondents were then re-asked their population beliefs (on areas they were not provided
information about) and self beliefs.
3. Final Stage: Respondents were given all of the information contained in each of the 4
possible information treatments. Respondents were then re-asked about their self beliefs.
The 4 information treatments consisted of statistics about the earnings and labor supply of
the US population. Table 1 lists the 4 information treatments:
1. All Individuals Treatment: revealed earnings for the population of all US workers currently
aged 30.
2. College Treatment: revealed earnings for the population of college graduates currently aged
30.
3. Female Major-Speci…c Treatment: revealed earnings for female bachelor degree holders
currently aged 30 by speci…c college major.
4. Male Major-Speci…c Treatment: revealed earnings for male bachelor degree holders currently aged 30 by speci…c college major.
We often combine results from the treatments where we classify the All Individuals and College
Treatments as General treatments, and the Female and Male Major-Speci…c Treatments as Major
Speci…c treatments. Students assigned to any one of these groups are treated with information,
and we refer to them as the "treatment group" below.
The information treatments were calculated by the authors using the Current Population
Survey (for earnings and employment for the general and college educated population) and the
National Survey of College Graduates (for earnings and employment by college major). Details
on the calculation of the statistics used in the information treatment are in Section A.1 of the
Appendix; this information was also provided to the survey respondents at the conclusion of the
survey. Survey respondents were randomly provided with one of these information treatments
in the intermediate stage. Before the population information was revealed, respondents were
8

asked about their prior beliefs about these population statistics. After revelation of information,
respondents were re-asked some of their self beliefs, including their subjective major-speci…c
earnings distribution at age 30.
The goal of this paper is to shed light on how students form earnings expectations. For that
purpose, we focus on updating of self beliefs for earnings. Respondents were asked about earnings
in their …rst job after college and for later periods at ages 30 and 45. Since the information about
population earnings pertained to current 30 year olds, we focus on updating of earnings reported
for age 30. In this paper, we use Initial Stage and Intermediate Stage beliefs in the analysis only.
2.2.2

Control Group

The mere act of taking a survey may prompt respondents to think more carefully about their
responses, and may lead them to revise their beliefs between the initial and intermediate stages
(see Zwane et al., 2011, for a discussion of how surveying people may change their subsequent
behavior). In order to identify the revision in self earnings beliefs directly attributable to information, we recruited an additional group of students, whom we refer to as the "control group".
As in the treatment group, these students were asked about their population beliefs and self
beliefs in the Initial Stage. In the Intermediate Stage, however, these students were re-asked
their self beliefs but were not provided with any new information. Since we are interested in the
revisions in expectations caused by the new information, the di¤erences between the treatment
groups’and control group’s expectations allow us to identify that.
These students were recruited at a later date (April-May 2012), and were recruited the same
way as the students in the treatment groups. NYU students who had participated in the survey
for the treatment group were not eligible to participate in this survey. Students were compensated
$30 for successfully completing the survey (also constructed using the SurveyMonkey software),
and were required to come to the NYU CESS Laboratory to complete it.
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2.2.3

Survey Instrument

We asked about earnings conditional on completing di¤erent college majors. Because of time
constraints, we were forced to make di¢ cult choices in the aggregation of college majors. We
aggregate college majors to 5 groups: 1) Business and Economics, 2) Engineering and Computer
Science, 3) Humanities, Arts, and Other Social Sciences (e.g. Sociology), 4) Natural Sciences and
Math, and 5) Never Graduate/Drop Out. We provided the respondents a link where they could
see a detailed listing of college majors (taken from various NYU sources), which described how
each of the NYU college majors maps into our aggregate major categories. Before the o¢ cial
survey began, survey respondents were …rst required to answer a few simple practice questions
in order to familiarize themselves with the format of the questions.
Expected earnings at age 30 were elicited as follows: "If you received a Bachelor’s degree
in each of the following major categories and you were working FULL TIME when you are 30
years old what do you believe is the average amount that you would earn per year? ". We also
provided de…nitions of working full time ("working at least 35 hours per week and 45 weeks
per year"). Individuals were instructed to consider in their response the possibility they might
receive an advanced/graduate degree by age 30. Therefore, the beliefs about earnings we collected
incorporated beliefs about the possibility of other degrees earned in the future and how these
degrees would a¤ect earnings. We also instructed respondents to ignore the e¤ects of price
in‡ation. The instructions emphasized to the respondents that their answers should re‡ect their
own beliefs, and to not use any outside information.5
Our questions on earnings were intended to elicit beliefs about the distribution of future
earnings. We asked three questions on earnings: beliefs about expected (average) earnings,
beliefs about the percent chance earnings would exceed $35,000, and percent change earnings
would exceed $85,000. The last two were elicited as follows: "What do you believe is the percent
chance that you would earn: (1) At least $85,000 per year, (2) At least $35,000 per year, when
5

We included these instructions: "This survey asks YOUR BELIEFS about the earnings among di¤ erent
groups. Although you may not know the answer to a question with certainty, please answer each question as best
you can. Please do not consult any outside references (internet or otherwise) or discuss these questions with any
other people. This study is about YOUR BELIEFS, not the accuracy of information on the internet."
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you are 30 years old if you worked full time and you received a Bachelor’s degree in each of the
following major categories? ".
We paid respondents a …xed compensation for completing the survey, and did not elicit
respondents’ beliefs using a …nancially incentivized instrument such as a scoring rule. This is
because it is well known that proper scoring rules generate biases when respondents are not risk
neutral (Winkler and Murphy, 1970).6

2.3

Sample Statistics

A total of 616 students participated in the study: 501 students in the treatment group, and 115
students in the control group.
Since the analysis in the paper focuses on the heterogeneity in updating of students in the
treatment group, we describe their characteristics only (summary statistics for students in the
control group are similar, and the di¤erences in each of the demographic characteristics for the
two groups are not statistically di¤erent). For the treatment group, we drop 6 students who
report that they are in the 4th year of school or higher, violating the recruitment criteria, leaving
us with a total of 495 respondents. Table 2 shows the characteristics of our …nal sample. 36
percent of the sample (178 respondents) is male, 38 percent is white and 44.5 percent is Asian.
The mean age of the respondents is about 20, with 40.4 percent of the respondents freshmen,
36.4 percent sophomores, and the remaining juniors. Three-fourths of the respondents completed
the survey in under two hours, with 90% of all respondents completing the survey in 3.5 hours
or less. The average grade point average of our sample is 3.5 (on a 4.0 scale), and the students
have an average Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) math score of 699.5, and a verbal score of 682.5
(with a maximum score of 800). These correspond to the 93rd percentile of the corresponding
SAT population score distributions. Therefore, our sample represents a high ability group of

6

It should be pointed out that even if respondents are risk neutral, incentivized belief elicitation techniques
are not incentive-compatible when the respondent has a stake in the event that they are predicting (the "no
stake" condition in Karni and Safra, 1995), as is the case when reporting future earnings. In addition, Armantier
and Treich (2011) show that beliefs are less biased (but noisier) in the absence of incentives. Finally, for self
beliefs, we anyway do not have an objective measure against which their accuracy may be evaluated since we ask
respondents for their individual self beliefs about future, unrealized, events.
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college students.

3

Model of Earnings Expectations

We next outline a simple model of earnings expectations, focusing on how individuals may respond to new information as in our information experiment. Let Xit be individual i’s expectation
at time t about earnings X.7 Moreover, let

it

denote i’s information set at time t. At the initial

stage, respondent i reports her beliefs about self earnings as:

Xit = E(Xj
= fi (

it )

it ):

(1)

The scalar valued function fi ( ) maps the individual’s information set to self beliefs. In our
study design, we elicit self beliefs before and after a known perturbation of the individual’s information set. This allows us to study the linkages between information and earnings expectations
represented by f ( ).
We take a broad view of the individual’s information set. The individual’s information set
it

contains both self information, such as the individual’s own perceived ability in a particular

…eld (derived from say previous test scores and coursework grades), and population information,
such as the individual’s perception of average earnings for workers with particular college majors. Note that we allow for the possibility that respondents’perceptions about the population
distribution could be di¤erent from the objective measures. Hence, the information set about
the population distribution of earnings could vary over time and across individuals. In this way,
some of the information the individual has can be considered “public" (common knowledge),
while other information can be considered “private" (known only to the individual). Since we
measure each individual’s beliefs about her own future earnings and her knowledge about the
population distribution of earnings, we can make some progress in distinguishing these two types
7

Respondents report self earnings beliefs conditional on each major, if working full time, and for particular
ages, e.g. age 30. In this section, we ignore these details of our particular data collection.
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of information.
Our information treatments provide information about the distribution of earnings of various
subgroups in the US population. Let Ii;t 2

it

denote the scalar element of the information

set encompassing the information we provide in our experiment. Let

i;t+1

and Ii;t+1 2

i;t+1

denote the new information set and new information after receipt of our information treatments,
respectively. After revelation of information, we re-elicit the respondent’s self beliefs about her
own earnings, denoted as Xit+1 . There are two conditions which need to be met for an individual
to update her beliefs about future earning (i.e. Xit 6= Xit+1 ).
Condition 1) The information received in the new information treatment is new: At least
some of the information we provide has to be unknown to the individual, i.e. Ii;t 6= Ii;t+1 and
therefore

it

6=

it+1 .

Some individuals may already know the information we provide and

therefore not update their earnings. In this case, post-treatment expected self earnings Xit+1
would not systematically di¤er from initial self beliefs Xit .8
Condition 2) The information treatment is relevant: The individual’s expectations of future earnings must depend in some way on information about population earnings we provide:
@fi ( i;t )
@Ii;t

6= 0. If the information about population earnings is not relevant to the individual’s

own earnings expectations, then our particular information treatments will not cause earnings
expectations to be updated.
Before we turn to the empirical results, we note that there are several ways in which individuals can update their self earnings expectations with respect to potentially new information
about population earnings. The magnitude of revisions depends on the exact function that
maps population earnings to self beliefs; in general, we expect proportional responses in updating (larger revisions for larger misperceptions about population earnings), but that need not be
the case. Similarly, we would expect downward revisions in self earnings beliefs if the respondent over-estimates population earnings, and upward revisions of self earnings if the respondent
under-estimates population earnings. However, this need not necessarily be the case: for exam8

There is a possibility that being exposed to already-known information causes a respondent to revise her self
earnings beliefs because of saliency and/or availability bias (Tversky and Kahneman, 1973; Dellavigna, 2009).
For that to be the case, the function fi (:) that maps events to self beliefs, Xit = fi ( it ), has to be time-varying.
We do not consider that case here.
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ple, an individual who learns that she under-estimated population earnings in a …eld may be led
to believe that the population of workers in a …eld are in fact of much higher ability than she
previous thought. To the extent that the individual believes that earnings are largely assigned
based on relative ability, then under-estimating population earnings may lead the individual to
revise her self earnings beliefs downward.
In contrast, consider the restrictions standard Bayesian updating places on the expectations
updating. In a Bayesian updating model, for beliefs that are characterized by the beta distribution, the posterior (updated belief) Xi;t+1 = E[Xj

i;t+1 ]:

Bayes
Xi;t+1
= wXit + (1

w)Ii;t+1

(2)

where Xit is the prior belief, Ii;t+1 is the new information we provide in our information treatment,
and w =

V (Xit ) 1
V (Xit ) 1 +V (Ii;t+1 )

1

is the weight associated with the prior belief, speci…ed as a function

of the uncertainty or variance of the prior relative to the new information. Then, the relative
weight placed on the information is

V (Xit )
,
V (Ii;t+1 )

i.e., responsiveness to information should be directly

proportional to the uncertainty in the prior beliefs. The standard Bayesian case in equation (2)
places restrictions on the fi ( ) general updating function in (1). In particular, it assumes that
fi ( ) is linear and separable in Ii;t+1 . Our research design allows us to test these restrictions
since we collect data on prior beliefs and updated beliefs. We use this data to characterize the
heterogeneity in updating behaviors, and estimate the fraction of the population that updates
in the particular Bayesian way.9
There are two important di¤erences between our experimental design and the textbook case
of analyzing Bayesian updating. First, the information we reveal may already be known by
some respondents (a violation of Condition 1). As we show below, this is not the case for our
respondents since all individuals had some errors in their beliefs about the population earnings
distribution. However, the distribution of errors in population beliefs, discussed below, shows that
there is substantial heterogeneity in how informative the information provided to respondents
9

The Bayesian case also implicitly assumes that the respondent …nds the information fully credible, and that
Ii;t+1 is equal to the true population information that is provided to the respondents.
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was. A second key di¤erence in our experimental design from the textbook case is that we reveal
population information but ask individuals about their self beliefs about themselves. Individuals
can di¤er in how relevant they believe the population distribution of earnings is to their own
self future earnings, that is, the function fi ( ) mapping population earnings to self beliefs may
vary across individuals. For example, if we observe that a respondent does not revise her beliefs
in response to the information, even after controlling for her priors about the information, this
could either imply biased, non-Bayesian, updating, or that the respondent simply did not …nd
information on population beliefs relevant for self beliefs (a violation of Condition 2). We discuss
implications of this later.
The di¤erence between the interpretation of the Bayesian updating we analyze and the textbook case is a consequence of our experimental setup. In typical studies of belief updating
(Tversky and Kahneman, 1974; Grether, 1980; Viscusi and O’Connor, 1984; and Viscusi, 1997;
Cameron, 2005; El-Gamal and Grether, 1995; Eil and Rao, 2011; Mobius et al., 2011), respondents are provided with (noisy) private signals about the same quantity over which revision of
beliefs are being analyzed. For example, in the frameworks used by Eil and Rao (2011), Mobius
et al. (2011), and Grossman and Owens (2012), respondents are revising their beliefs about
either their own intelligence or beauty, and receiving feedback about the same underlying entity
for which beliefs are being reported. That is not the case in the design used in our study: We
observe belief updating about future self earnings, formed from past population and self signals,
whereas the signals that students receive in our experiment are about population beliefs. Our
study design is motivated by the kinds of information that are typically available to students
when making real world schooling choices.10 Information along similar lines has been provided
in other contexts, and it has been shown to have an impact on actual schooling choices (Jensen,
2010; Nguyen, 2010).
In the next section, we analyze the subjective earnings data, and investigate average revisions
10

The kind of information that we provided to respondents is precisely the kind that are available in mainstream sources. For example, the Chronicle of Higher Education lists earnings by major and subject area:
http://chronicle.com/article/Median-Earnings-by-Major-and/127604/ (accessed December 24, 2012). Similarly,
the BLS publishes a yearly handbook with information on earnings, job prospects, and working conditions etc.
at hundreds of di¤erent types of jobs in the Occupational Outlook Handbook (http://www.bls.gov/oco/).
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in earnings. Heterogeneity in belief-updating is investigated in a later section.

4

Earnings Beliefs and Revisions

In this section, we examine self beliefs about what each individual expects to earn in di¤erent
majors, beliefs about population average earnings, and revisions in self beliefs following the
information treatment. The analysis is restricted to students in the treatment group, except in
the case where we analyze revisions in self beliefs; then, we also include students in the control
group, since their responses allow us to infer the causal e¤ect of information.

4.1

Self Beliefs about Earnings

We …rst describe self beliefs about own earnings at age 30 if the respondent were to graduate
in each major. The …rst column of Table 3 reports the average, median and standard deviation
of the distribution of reported average self earnings in our sample at the Initial Stage. At
the Initial Stage of the experiment all subjects were asked the same baseline set of questions.
Looking across majors in column (1), we see that students expect the highest earnings ($128,460)
if they major in economics/business, and lowest if they do not graduate ($38,750). Among the
graduating majors, students expect the earnings to be lowest in humanities and arts ($66,450).
The median point forecast is substantially lower than the mean self earnings for all majors,
indicating that the distribution of point forecasts of future earnings is right-skewed. There is
also considerable heterogeneity in self beliefs as indicated by the large standard deviations. The
extent of heterogeneity can also be viewed in the top panel of Appendix Figure A1, which shows
the belief distribution of our respondents if they were to graduate in economics or business. For
example, in the economics and business category, the 5th percentile of the self belief distribution
is $50,000, the 50th percentile is $90,000, and the 95th percentile is $300,000. The second column
of Table 3 reports self earnings for the subset of students who report to be either majoring or
intending to major in that …eld. Compared to the beliefs for the full sample (column 1), this
group of students has higher mean beliefs in all majors. This is consistent with observed sorting
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by ability and positive selection into majors based on expected earnings (Arcidiacono, 2004;
Gemici and Wiswall, 2011).
As described above, we also collected data on the subjective distribution of future earnings.
For this purpose, students were asked about the probability they would earn at least $35,000 and
at least $85,000 at age 30 if they were to graduate in each major. Columns (3) and (4) of Table 3
present the average probabilities reported by students. While students believe that the likelihood
of earning at least $35,000 is fairly similar across the graduating majors (at least 74 percent),
the subjective likelihood of earning at least $85,000 varies substantially across the majors, with
students expecting the highest probability of that happening in the economics/business and
engineering/computer science categories (mean probability exceeding 60 percent in both), and
the lowest probability in humanities/arts (44 percent) among the graduating majors. It is not
surprising that students report low probabilities for the occurrence of these outcomes in the
no-degree major.

4.2

Population Beliefs about Earnings

At the beginning of the Intermediate Stage, we divided the treatment subject pool into 4 randomly selected information treatment groups and asked corresponding baseline population beliefs
questions before we provided the information treatment. We asked the following question for the
randomly selected subset of respondents who were later assigned the Male Major-Speci…c Treatment: "Among all male college graduates currently aged 30 who work full time and received a
Bachelor’s degree in each of the following major categories, what is the average amount that you
believe these workers currently earn per year? ". For another randomly selected group of respondents who were later assigned the Female Major Speci…c Treatment, we asked the corresponding
question about female graduates.
Columns (5) and (6) of Table 3 report the mean, median and standard deviation of beliefs
about US population earnings of men and women by the 5 major …elds, reported by the two
subsets of our sample who received the Major-Speci…c (Male or Female) treatments. Self beliefs
may di¤er from population beliefs for several reasons: Students might think that future earnings
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distributions will di¤er from the current ones, or students may have information about themselves
that justi…es having di¤erent expectations. The di¤erence between self and population beliefs
therefore provides some suggestion of the student’s belief of their own earnings advantage or
disadvantage relative to the population average.
Looking across each of these columns, we see that population beliefs follow the same pattern
as self beliefs (columns 1 and 2), with students believing population earnings to be highest in the
economics/business and engineering/computer science categories, and lowest in humanities/arts
and the not graduate categories. Compared to self earnings beliefs, students report lower population beliefs for most major categories. It is also interesting to note that students accurately
perceive a wage gap in favor of men in most …elds, with median earnings for males exceeding those
for females in all …elds except natural science; however, the average beliefs show that students
perceive higher earnings for males in economics/business and engineering/computer science only.
For the other, more general, information treatments, respondents randomly assigned to the All
Individuals Treatment were asked the following question about their population beliefs: "Among
all individuals (college and non-college graduates) currently aged 30 who work full time, what is
the average amount that you believe these workers currently earn per year? ". Those in the College
Treatment were asked about earnings of all college graduates currently aged 30 and working
full time. Mean population beliefs in the All Individuals Treatment are $46,900, substantially
lower than those for all majors, except the no graduate category. This demonstrates that,
at least in the aggregate, respondents accurately believe that college graduates have higher
average earnings than the full population. In the College Treatment, the mean belief reported for
college graduates is $80,190, higher than that reported for humanities/arts in the Major Speci…c
treatments, accurately re‡ecting that the college graduate population includes individuals with
higher earning majors. As with all of the population beliefs about college major speci…c beliefs,
there is substantial heterogeneity in the population beliefs about college graduates.
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4.3

Errors in Population Beliefs

In the case of the groups receiving the Male and Female Major Speci…c treatments, the comparison of population beliefs (columns 5 and 6 of Table 3) in a given major with true population
earnings (reported in Table 1) in the corresponding major shows that average student beliefs
over-estimate the true average population earnings for all …elds, except male earnings with the
no-degree major. Columns (7) and (8) of Table 3 report the mean absolute error, de…ned as
the absolute value of the di¤erence between the true and perceived population earnings. We
use the absolute value of the error here to assess the magnitude of the errors, without positive
and negative errors canceling out. The mean absolute errors are substantial, varying from a
mean of $15,770 for female no-degree workers to $45,730 for male workers who graduated in economics/business. Students also have considerable errors about the population average earnings
for all workers and for college educated workers: the absolute error in population beliefs for all
workers is $12,760, and for college-educated workers is $32,620.
The large standard deviations on the absolute errors in columns (7) and (8) suggest that
population errors are quite heterogeneous.11 Appendix Table A1 shows that this heterogeneity
in population errors is not systematically related to observable characteristics of individuals.

4.4

The Impact of Information on Self Beliefs

We next explore how self beliefs are revised as the student respondents receive the information
treatments. Table 4 reports the mean and standard deviation of the distribution of revisions
(intermediate-initial stage) in self beliefs about earnings. The …rst column shows that the mean
revision in self beliefs for the treatment group is -8.14, that is, an average downward revision
of $8,140. This is larger than the mean revision of -$3,850 in self beliefs for the control group,
reported in the second column (di¤erence not statistically signi…cant). Since positive and negative
11

The middle panel of Figure A1 shows the distribution of raw population errors regarding full-time females’
earnings with an economics or business degree. Here raw errors are de…ned as truth-belief, such that a negative
error indicates over-estimation of the truth, and a positive error indicates under-estimation of the truth. Re‡ecting
the dispersion in baseline beliefs, there is considerable heterogeneity in the level and sign of the errors, with nontrivial numbers of students making both positive and negative errors in all categories. However, the distribution
is skewed to the left: the median of this error distribution is -$19,270 (i.e., over-estimation of population earnings
by $19,270), the 5th percentile is -$139,270 and the 95th percentile is $10,730 (under-estimation).
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revisions may cancel out, we also report the absolute percent revisions. The average absolute
revisions reported in square brackets are substantially larger, indicative of a non-trivial proportion
of revisions in both directions. Notably, the average absolute revision in the treatment group is
signi…cantly larger than that in the control group ($26,550 versus $13,140).
The remaining rows of the table show that there is considerable heterogeneity in the updating
of self beliefs across majors. For the treatment group, the average of the percent revisions
distribution varies from -$28,540 (downward revision) in economics/business to +$8,560 (upward
revision) in the no-degree category. As indicated by the standard deviations, within categories
there is considerable heterogeneity.12 The …rst two columns also show that average revisions in
the treatment group are larger than those in the control group. In fact, for all …elds except the
no-degree category, average absolute revisions in the treatment group are signi…cantly di¤erent
(and larger) than those of the control group at the 15% signi…cance level or higher. This suggests
that our information treatments caused students to revise their beliefs.
Columns (3) and (4) of Table 4 show the revisions of self beliefs in the combined MajorSpeci…c (Female and Male) and General (All Individuals and College) treatments, respectively.13
It is interesting to note that the mean revisions in the Major-Speci…c and General treatments are
qualitatively similar in magnitude; the revisions are statistically di¤erent only for the no-degree
category. Recall that in the General treatment, students receive information about earnings
for either all individuals or for college graduates. This …nding would seem to contradict the
hypothesis that the General treatment is less relevant to individual self beliefs than the MajorSpeci…c treatment. However, if individuals respond to the overall level of the information relative
to self beliefs and do not …nd the information provided in the General treatment irrelevant, the
fact that the General treatment provides lower values for average earnings may cause a greater

12

The bottom panel of Figure A1 shows the dispersion in students’ percent revisions for earnings in economics/business in the Female Major-Speci…c Treatment: the 5th percentile of the earnings revision is -75 percent,
the 50th percentile is -18.75 percent, and the 95th percentile is +33.33 percent.
13
For much of the remaining analysis, we pool the responses in the All Individuals and College treatments
into the “General" treatment, and the Female and Male Major-Speci…c treatments into the “Major Speci…c"
treatment. This is because the results are qualitatively similar when we analyze the All Individuals and College
treatments separately, and when we analyze the Female and Male Major-Speci…c treatments separately. Pooling
in this way keeps the tables simple.
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downward revision than the Major-Speci…c treatment.14
The same information is presented slightly di¤erently in Column (1) of Table 5, which regresses the dollar amount revisions in self earnings onto dummies for the Control group, the
Speci…c treatment, and General treatment. Standard errors in these regressions are clustered at
the individual level, since we have …ve observations per individual (one for each of the …ve major
categories). The notable …nding is that the average revision for the Control group is noisy and
not statistically di¤erent from zero. On the other hand, both the General and Speci…c treatments
lead to substantially larger (and statistically di¤erent from zero) downward average revisions.
Thus, our information treatments do seem to lead students to revise their self beliefs. The similar
average revisions in both the General and Speci…c treatments suggest that the speci…city of the
information does not seem to matter. We next explore if students respond to the information in
a "meaningful" way.

4.5

Are Revisions in Self Beliefs Sensible?

As outlined in our model of expectations formation in Section 3, if students perceive a link
between population earnings and self beliefs (i.e., perceived population earnings is a relevant
element of the respondent’s information set used to report self earnings beliefs), then revealed
errors in population beliefs should be systematically related to revisions of self beliefs. We test
(1) whether revisions in self beliefs are, on average, positively related to population errors (for
example, if a respondent underestimates the population earnings, the respondent revises her self
beliefs upwards), and (2) whether revisions are proportional to the error in population earnings.
The updating patterns in Table 4 and population beliefs reported in Table 3 hint towards a
14

Recall that our experimental design for the treatment group has two rounds of information provision, one
in the intermediate stage and one in the …nal stage. In the …nal stage, all respondents were provided with the
information from all 4 treatments. Thus, at the start of the …nal stage, all students have the same information,
although they have received this information in a di¤erent order. We …nd that the most notable changes in mean
revisions in the …nal stage occur for respondents who were assigned to the General treatment. This is as one would
expect since the General treatment respondents should be the ones who …nd the new information provided in the
…nal stage most valuable. We also …nd that being exposed to di¤erent information in the intermediate stage does
not have an anchoring e¤ect on respondents’ revisions (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974): Regardless of whether
the respondents were assigned to the General or Speci…c treatment in the intermediate stage, mean revisions in
the …nal stage for the two sets of respondents are statistically similar in all the …ve major …elds (results available
from the authors upon request).
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logical positive relationship between the two. We see that students, on average, revise downward
their self earnings beliefs the most in economics/business, which is the …eld with the highest
average over-estimation in population earnings (compare population beliefs in columns (5) and
(6) of Table 3 with true population earnings in Table 1). Similarly, self beliefs are revised upward
the most for the not graduate category, which is the …eld with the largest under-estimation in
population earnings.
To explore the link between revisions in self beliefs and errors, we estimate a series of reducedform regressions of the form:

Xi;m;t+1

Xi;m;t = DiControl + DiSpecT + DiGenT +
+

3 (Errori;m

1 (Errori;m

DiControl ) +

2 (Errori;m

DiSpecT )

DiGenT ) + "i;m ;

where the dependent variable is the change (intermediate - initial) in age 30 self earnings reported
by respondent i for major m, and the dummy DiT equals 1 if i is assigned to group T , where
T = fControl; Specif ic, Generalg. The parameters of interest are the betas: for example,

1

is the revision response to a unit change in error in population beliefs (recall that, the error is
de…ned as true population earnings - perceived population earnings). Respondents in the Control
group do not receive the true population earnings, but we can still construct their population
error. Since this error is never revealed to them, we would expect no systematic relationship
between revisions and population error for the Control group. On the other hand, for sensible
updating caused by our information treatment, we expect estimates of

2

and

3

to be positive,

and to be statistically di¤erent from zero. Column (2) of Table 5 reports the OLS estimates of
this speci…cation. Four things are of note: First,
di¤erent from zero, while both

2

and

3

1

is small in magnitude and not statistically

are positive and estimated very precisely. This is

evidence of logical updating in response to our information treatments. Second, the estimates
of

2

and

3

show that the response of revisions in self beliefs to population errors is relatively

“inelastic"; for example, an error of $1,000 in population beliefs results in a revision of $337 in
self earnings in the Speci…c treatments (and $86 in the General treatments), suggesting that self
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beliefs about earnings are not entirely linked to the type of population information we provide.
In general, heterogeneous information individuals have on their own abilities and future earnings
prospects may cause individuals to have an inelastic response to population information. Third,
the estimate of

2

is about four times as large as that of

1

(di¤erence statistically signi…cant

at the 1% level; 2-tailed t-test). This provides evidence that the quality or speci…city of the
information matters. Given the dependent variable is beliefs about earnings in each major,
the major speci…c information evidently provides higher quality information with larger errors
revealed by this information causing much larger belief updating. Finally, the intercept terms
in this speci…cation show the mean revision for a respondent with a population error of zero
(that is, for a respondent who learns no "new" information in the treatment). We see that the
intercept term for the General treatment is signi…cantly negative, which suggests that the General
treatment – which provided information about earnings of either all individuals or for college
graduates, which are lower than those provided in the Speci…c treatment –caused respondents to
revise their beliefs downward even when there was no informational content in the information.
That would be the case if respondents anchored their self beliefs to provided information, say,
because of availability bias or anchoring (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974).
In short, the estimates in column (2) show that our information treatments led respondents to
revise their beliefs, and they do so in a sensible way. In particular, revisions in the Control group
are not systematically related to the information, as one would have expected if revisions were
in fact a consequence of the provided information. These estimates also suggest that the mean
revisions reported in Table 4 are largely a consequence of new information acquisition for the
Speci…c treatment, and anchoring for the General treatment. The last column of Table 5 pools
the information treatments (General and Speci…c) and shows that a population error of $1,000
leads students to revise their self beliefs by $184. We next explore heterogeneity in updating by
information type and individual characteristics.
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4.5.1

Heterogeneity in Updating by Information Type

Table 6 explores the heterogeneity in updating. Since we are interested in heterogeneity in
updating in response to the information, the analysis in this table is restricted to respondents in
the information groups, that is, the General and Speci…c treatments. The …rst column repeats
the speci…cation similar to that reported in the last column of Table 5, that combines the General
and Speci…c treatments (and excludes Control respondents).
Panel A investigates heterogeneity by information type. One dimension of information type
is the direction of the errors revealed by the information. While students are responsive to
both under- and over- estimation of population earnings, column (2) shows that response to
information is asymmetric. A positive error, i.e., under-estimation of population earnings, results
in larger updating: An under-estimation of population earnings by $1,000 results in an upward
revision in self earnings of $347, compared with a downward revision of $159 for a $1,000 overestimation of population earnings (the estimates are, however, not di¤erent at conventional levels
of signi…cance; p-value = 0.327). Therefore, self beliefs seem to be more responsive to information
when it is good news– that is, when the respondent is informed that population earnings are
higher than her prior beliefs. This pattern of asymmetric updating is consistent with Eil and
Rao (2011), and Mobius et al. (2011), who …nd beliefs to be relatively more responsive to good
news (where good news is de…ned as feedback that improves one’s self-image).15
Column (3) of Table 6 shows that response to information revealed in the Speci…c treatments is
larger when the respondent’s gender is the same as that for which population earnings information
is provided. The estimates indicate that a female respondent revises her self beliefs by $439 in
the Female Major-speci…c treatment for a population error of $1,000, compared with a revision
of $284 in the Male Major-speci…c treatment (coe¢ cients statistically di¤erent with a p-value of
0.02). This provides evidence that the speci…city of the information matters: respondents are
more responsive to information that it is more relevant for them.
15

We conducted an additional set of regressions in which the error is interacted with various treatment characteristics, and the e¤ect of the error is allowed to vary depending on whether the information is positive or
negative. We see that, in almost all the speci…cations, greater (economic and statistical) signi…cant updating
arises in instances of positive errors. Results available from the authors upon request.
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4.5.2

Heterogeneity in Belief Updating by Individual Characteristics

We next explore the extent of heterogeneity in the relationship between population errors and
earnings beliefs using a set of observable characteristics for respondents. In column (4) of Panel B
of Table 6, we include an indicator for female gender, and interactions of the error with female and
male indicators. Estimates for the interaction terms indicate that both men and women logically
update their beliefs (a positive coe¢ cient), but females are signi…cantly more responsive to their
population errors (the coe¢ cients are statistically di¤erent at the 1% level). This suggests a
strong gender di¤erence in responsiveness to population errors.
The second regression in Panel B investigates whether responses to the information treatment
di¤er by the grade level of the student. The interaction terms indicate that freshman, sophomores, and juniors all update logically to errors. However, contrary to what one would expect,
students in later years – who should have greater private information about themselves – are
more responsive to their population errors; the response is still inelastic for each of the groups.
Finally, the third column of Panel B (column 6) investigates whether there is heterogeneity in
updating by the ability of the student, where we classify students as high ability if they have an
SAT score greater than 1450 (30% of our sample respondents fall in the high ability group). The
interaction terms reveal that low and high ability students are equally responsive to errors they
make (the estimates are not statistically di¤erent; p-value = 0.715).
4.5.3

Belief Updating and Uncertainty

In a Bayesian framework, ceteris paribus, respondents who are more uncertain about future
earnings should be more responsive to the treatment information. In order to determine the
uncertainty about future earnings, we use the variance obtained from …tting a log-normal distribution to each respondent’s percentile responses (subjective beliefs of earning more than $35,000
and $85,000 per year). We de…ne a "High Variance" dummy variable, that equals 1 if the respondent’s variance is above the cross-sectional median variance. The regression in Panel C of Table
6 interacts the error term with high and low variance dummy variables. As one would expect
in a rational (i.e., Bayesian) updating framework, the responsiveness to information is driven by
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respondents who have greater uncertainty about future earnings: the estimate for high-variance
respondents is an order of magnitude larger than that for low-variance respondents, and the
estimates are statistically di¤erent (p-value = 0.000). In an additional set of regressions (not reported here), we interact the variance dummy with other treatment characteristics. In all cases,
we …nd evidence of signi…cant updating for high-variance (i.e., greater uncertainty) respondents,
but not for low-variance respondents.
4.5.4

Non-Parametric Analysis

To further explore the relationship between errors and belief updating, we turn to a nonparametric analysis using a local linear regression. Figure 2 shows the local linear regression
of self earnings revisions on population errors. We pool the General and Speci…c treatments in
the …gure, since the patterns are qualitatively similar otherwise. Two points are of note. First,
the response of revisions to errors is asymmetric, with a steeper slope for positive errors; this
is consistent with our …nding in column (2) of Table 6. Second, even conditioning on direction of error, the relationship does not seem to be linear. In the next section, we explore the
heterogeneity in updating in more detail.

Before we move on to characterizing the heterogeneity in updating, we brie‡y discuss the
concern of measurement error in the subjective data. Subjective data, like most data, su¤er
from measurement error. One concern, therefore, in using these data is that measurement error would be exacerbated using di¤erences. However, the systematic relationship between self
earnings revisions and population errors that we observe for the treatment groups suggests that
measurement error alone cannot be driving the revisions. If the responses we receive are purely
measurement error, we would expect no systematic relationships between self earnings revisions
and population errors, as is the case for the Control group. In Section A.3 of the Appendix we
show that the data yield a reliability ratio of 0.984, indicating that measurement error is not a
serious concern in the data.
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5

Characterizing the Heterogeneity in Belief Updating

Section 4 shows that our information experiment had an e¤ect on earnings beliefs, with substantial heterogeneity in self beliefs revisions. We also …nd that the revision patterns are consistent
with a Bayesian updating model. In this section, we further investigate the heterogeneous updating patterns of the treatment respondents. In particular, we are interested in exploring how a
respondent’s belief about expected self earnings reported in the intermediate stage–the Observed
posterior–compares to a posterior if the updating process were approximately Bayesian, i.e., the
Bayesian posterior.

5.1

Bayesian Benchmark

We use our information experiment to construct a Bayesian benchmark level of updating for each
respondent and then compare the actual observed updating for each individual to this benchmark.
If the updating process were Bayesian, the posterior self earnings belief for each major would be
given by (2). The actual revised earnings beliefs are given by Xi;t+1 . The constructed Bayesian
Bayes
posterior from (2) is given by Xi;t+1
. In our speci…c setup, Xi;t+1 is respondent i’s belief in

the Intermediate stage about expected self earnings in a particular major; the prior Xit is the
belief reported in the Initial stage about expected self earnings in each major; and information
treatment Ii;t+1 is the information treatment that i is provided about earnings between the
Intermediate and Initial stage.16 The variance of the prior V (Xit ) is the individual-speci…c
precision of the prior; and V (Ii;t+1 ) is precision of the revealed population information. Since
the information is about population earnings, the precision associated with this information is
homogeneous, i.e. Ii;t+1 = It+1 for all i.17
16

For simplicity, we do not index these by major, but each variable is major speci…c; e.g. we elicit beliefs about
earnings if the individual would major in economics/business.
17
In the General treatments, since the respondent is provided with population earnings of either all workers or
college graduates, there is only one piece of new information that is observed for each major. In the Major-Speci…c
treatments, we assign the respondent the information about population earnings in the major corresponding to
the self beliefs about earnings in each major. Therefore, in this case, V (Ii;t+1 ) varies by major. We assume that
in the Major-Speci…c treatments, information about population earnings in only the particular major (and not
the other …elds) a¤ects earnings beliefs in that major. We …nd evidence consistent with this in reduced-form
regressions where we regress revisions in self earnings onto population errors in the di¤erent majors.
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To compute the variance of future earnings, recall that students were asked about the probability of earning at least $35,000 and $85,000 at age 30 if they were to graduate in each major
(both before and after receipt of information), and they were also provided with information
about the distribution of population earnings. We …t the responses of the respondent to the
questions about the chance of earning more than $35,000 and more than $85,000 per year to
a log-normal distribution, and obtain an estimate of V (Xit ) and V (Xi;t+1 ) for each major and
individual. Similarly, we use the empirical likelihood of earning more than $35,000 and $85,000
in the population –information that students were provided with in the treatments –to obtain
an estimate of V (It+1 ).

5.2

Are Students Bayesian?

We next investigate how the actual earnings beliefs we observe in our information experiment
compare to the Bayesian benchmark. Figure 3 plots the observed updating in average self
earnings (Xi;t+1

Bayes
Xit ) and the Bayesian revision (Xi;t+1

Xit ). We pool the majors together,

since the plots are otherwise similar. The …gure shows the …tted lines from an OLS regression of
observed revision on Bayesian revision, for both the General and Speci…c treatments. If students
are Bayesian, the lines of best …t should overlap with the 45-degree line. The …tted lines are,
however, ‡atter than the 45-degree line for both treatments. This indicates that, on average,
students respond less to the information than the Bayesian benchmark. The …gures also show less
sensitivity to the information in the General treatments (note, however, that the OLS estimates
for the General and Speci…c treatments are not statistically di¤erent from each other).
5.2.1

Characterizing Belief Updating Heuristics

We next characterize the updating heuristics used by our respondents. We classify each respondent to an updating type, depending on how her observed posterior compares with our Bayesian
benchmark posterior. We use …ve possible heuristics to classify a respondent’s updating. A
respondent’s type is: (1) Bayesian if her posterior belief is within a band around the Bayesian
posterior; (2) Alarmist if, relative to the Bayesian benchmark, the response is more exaggerated;
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(3) Conservative if she updates in the right direction but less than a Bayesian; (4) Contrary
if the updating is in the opposite direction, i.e., inconsistent with the direction prescribed by
Bayesian updating; and (5) Non-Updater if there is no response to the information. We borrow
this nomenclature from the previous psychological and experimental economics literature on belief updating (Grether, 1980; Kahneman and Tversky, 1982; El-Gamal and Grether, 1995). This
literature classi…es individuals as using the Conservative heuristic if they fail to su¢ ciently adjust
their beliefs in light of new information, and classi…es individuals as using the "Representative"
heuristic if they rely too heavily on recent information; we instead use the term "Alarmist" to
refer to such updating.
Section A.2 of the Appendix outlines the empirical criteria used for assigning an updating
heuristic to a respondent for updating in a given major. The respondent is classi…ed as being
Bayesian if her revised belief lies within a band around the Bayesian posterior. Excessive (inexcessive) updating relative to the band would lead to the respondent being classi…ed as Alarmist
(Conservative).
Note that in the textbook Bayesian framework, any non-Bayesian updating is considered
irrational. That, however, is not the case in our more general framework. As we explain in
Section 3, if a respondent already knows the population information we provide or, more likely,
does not consider population earnings information relevant for her own self earnings, she would
not revise her self beliefs (i.e., she would be a Non-Updater type). Moreover, as outlined in
Section 3, it is possible that a respondent revises her beliefs in the opposite direction of her
errors if population earnings information leads her to primarily update her own relative ability
beliefs. This could explain the updating of some respondents classi…ed as Contrary.18

18

Equation (2) treats the information provided in the Speci…c and General treatments similarly, i.e., it is
assumed that the information is equally valuable in both treatments. However, the Speci…c treatments provide
higher quality information and, from Table 6, we know that students are more responsive to the information in
the Speci…c treatments. Therefore, ex-ante, we should expect to see fewer respondents being Bayesian or Alarmist
in the General treatments.
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5.2.2

Distribution of Updating Types

Using the classi…cation in Appendix equation (A1), we determine the distribution of respondents’
types based on their earnings updating in their own (intended) major. Table 7 reports the
distribution of types separately for the Speci…c and General treatments. Looking across column
(1), we see that nearly a …fth of the sample respondents are non-updaters, i.e., they do not change
their self beliefs on receipt of information. Among the respondents who revise their beliefs, the
most common heuristic is either Bayesian updating, with 27-32 percent of the sample using this
heuristic. A substantial proportion of respondents are conservative in their updating. Finally,
12-19 percent of the respondents are Contrary, i.e., they update in a way that is not consistent
with the Bayesian updating model.19
Because our design included di¤erent kinds of population information, from general information about earnings for all workers to more speci…c information about earnings by particular
gender and major, some individuals could …nd the general information not relevant but the
major-speci…c information relevant. We might expect then the relative share of Conservatives
to be larger in the General treatment, and that of Bayesian and Alarmist respondents to be
smaller. In fact, there are only half as many Alarmists in the General treatment than in the
Speci…c treatments; the two type distributions are statistically di¤erent (p-value = 0.021, for a
Chi-square test of the equality of the type distributions). However, it is quite surprising that
nearly a third of the respondents in the General treatment are Bayesian, i.e., they treat information about earnings for all workers and college graduates in a way analogous to how private
signals would be treated.
The remaining columns of Table 7 report the distribution of heuristics for various sub-samples.
Columns (2) and (3) show the gender-speci…c distribution of types. In the Major-Speci…c treatments, women, relative to men, are more likely to update; and conditional on updating, more
likely to be Bayesian or Alarmist. The reverse patterns are observed for the General treatments.
Overall, we cannot conclude that there are any systematic di¤erences by gender (as is also indi19

In instances of missing data on either average earnings or beliefs about earnings being above certain thresholds, the respondent’s type cannot be classi…ed. That is the case for about 10% of the respondents, for whom the
heuristic is thus unde…ned.
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cated by the Chi-square test for the equality of the distributions).20 Columns (4) and (5) show
the type distribution for freshmen and upperclassmen (sophomores and juniors). Two di¤erences
between the two groups are of note. First, compared to freshmen, a larger proportion of upperclassmen do not update. This suggests that through their more extensive college experience,
upperclassmen have gathered more private information about their own future earnings. Second,
freshmen are much more likely to use Alarmist updating, than upperclassmen. With regards to
ability (columns 6 and 7 of Table 7), we see that high ability respondents are less likely to update
in the General treatments, and are more likely to react excessively to information in the Speci…c
treatments.
The last two columns of Table 7 show the distribution of types for respondents with positive
errors (i.e., those who underpredict population earnings) and negative errors, respectively. The
type distribution is similar in the case for the General treatments, with nearly a third of respondents being Bayesian and another third using either the Non-updater or Conservative heuristic.
However, the type distribution di¤ers systematically in the Speci…c treatments (p-value = 0.013
for a Chi-square test, rejecting the equality of the type distributions). The most common heuristic for respondents who make positive errors is Alarmist updating, i.e., they respond excessively
to the information. We see that students are much more likely to be conservative in their updating when their population error is negative compared to when it is positive (16% of the sample
in the negative-error case, versus 1.4% of the sample in the positive-error case). Therefore, this
suggests that there is valence-based updating. Students tend to react (excessively) when the
information is good news, i.e., when they receive the news that population earnings are higher
than their priors.
In additional analysis not reported here, we also classify the respondent’s type for the four
other major categories that the student reports is not their primary "intended" major. While
students use a mixture of heuristics across the four majors, we …nd that there is consistency in
20

This is at odds with Mobius et al. (2011) who …nd substantial gender di¤erences in both information
processing and information acquisition. Possible explanations for these di¤erent …ndings could be that students
in our study estimate absolute earnings, not relative performance as in their study, and that the two study designs
have very di¤erent setups and information structures; the current study provides public signals while Mobius et
al. (2011) provide noisy private signals.
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updating heuristics across majors: respondents of a given type in updating in their own major
are more likely to use the same heuristic in updating earnings in other majors.

5.3
5.3.1

Robustness Checks
Actual Errors and Updating Heuristic

As shown in Section 4, there is substantial variation in our sample in population errors, i.e.,
in the di¤erence between perception of population earnings and true population earnings. In
the analysis above, we do not use the errors that students make in population earnings when
categorizing their updating heuristics. This could possibly be problematic for the interpretation
of our results. For example, it could be the case that students whom we classify as Conservative
in their updating had fairly accurate expectations of population earnings, which were then already incorporated in their self beliefs. Therefore, we …nd that they react less than the Bayesian
amount to the provided information simply because they already knew the information treatment. Conversely, we may simply be classifying students who had very inaccurate perceptions
of population earnings as Alarmists, since presumably the information that we provide would be
most valuable to that group.
In order to test whether that is the case, Table 8 regresses the absolute value of the respondents’population errors in each major category onto their updating type in that major. More
speci…cally, we regress the absolute value of the error onto a constant term and dummies for
each of the other heuristics excluding Bayesian. The constant term shows the mean absolute
value of the error for respondents who are classi…ed as Bayesian (the omitted category), while
the parameter estimates on the dummies are the additive mean errors for students who are classi…ed as using that heuristic. For example, in column (1) of the table, we see that the mean
absolute population error for a Bayesian updater for earnings in economics/business is $32,400.21
None of the other dummies are statistically signi…cant. The column also reports the p-value of
a test for the joint signi…cance for all the covariates excluding the constant term; we reject the
21

We pool the Major Speci…c and General treatments together since results are qualitatively similar in both
cases (results available from the authors upon request).
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null that these covariates are jointly signi…cant, indicating that errors are similar in magnitude,
regardless of the heuristic used by the student. In the remaining columns, none of the parameter
estimates on the terms excluding the constant are signi…cant at levels of 95% or higher, with
two exceptions: Non-Updaters in the Natural Science category have larger mean absolute errors
compared to their counterparts, and mean absolute errors are substantially larger for Alarmists
in the No Degree category. With the exception of the No Degree …eld, we reject the null of
the joint signi…cance of these covariates for each of the major categories. Overall, these results
suggest that our classi…cation procedure is not a mere consequence of the magnitude of the error
that the student makes.22
5.3.2

E¤ective Information and Updating

As another robustness check of our classi…cation algorithm, we analyze the relationship between
each of the updating types and response to e¤ective information. We de…ne e¤ective information
Ef f
as the information content in the information that we provide to the respondent, i.e., Ii;t+1
=

It+1

I^i;t , where It+1 is the actual (true) information about population earnings we provide, and

I^i;t is the individual’s beliefs about population earnings, which we elicit in the survey. This is
Ef f
analogous to how we de…ne population earnings error. We de…ne the e¤ective response, Ri;t+1

for respondent i as:
Ef f
Ri;t+1
=

Xi;t+1
Ef f
Ii;t+1

Xi;t

:

Ef f
The e¤ective response, Ri;t+1
, is essentially the elasticity of self earnings revision in response to

e¤ective information. For logical updating, this metric should be positive (i.e., if one abstracts
away from revisions of other private information in response to this information, such as ability
22

A possible alternate is to use the population error –which is a measure of the relevance of the information
– directly in the Bayesian updating model. That is, to use population error to proxy for Ii;t+1 in equation (2).
However, since the Bayesian posterior is a convex combination of the prior and the signal, using the population
error is not very meaningful. To illustrate this, consider a respondent with self beliefs of $75,000 and population
beliefs of $100,000. If the true population earnings are $125,000, this respondent has a population error of $25,000.
Using the population error instead of population earnings in the updating model, the Bayesian posterior would
be a convex combination of self beliefs ($75,000) and population error ($25,000), which at most can be $75,000.
However, if the respondent …nds information about population earnings relevant for self earnings, she should
be revising her self earnings upwards. Therefore, we do not directly use the population errors when classifying
updating heuristics.
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beliefs). If our updating model accurately characterizes the respondent’s heuristics, we should
observe that the e¤ective response is larger (smaller) for respondents who we classify as Alarmists
(Conservatives), relative to someone classi…ed as a Bayesian.
Another reason for this check is to understand the updating of respondents who we categorize
as "Contrary". Recall that we de…ne Contrary as those respondents who update in a direction
opposite to that prescribed by Bayesian updating. For example, consider a male respondent
who reports average self earnings in Economics to be $50,000, and is then informed that average
population earnings in Economics are $74,542. Our updating model would imply upward revision
in self earnings, with the magnitude of the revision depending on the uncertainty in the self
earnings distribution. However, if the respondent’s prior belief about population earnings in
Economics were $100,000, then this information–which reveals to the respondent that actual
population earnings are lower than his priors–should cause the respondent to revise downward.
While this updating is rational, our belief-updating model would categorize such a respondent
Ef f
as Contrary. Note that in this stylized example, the e¤ective response of this respondent, Ri;t+1
,

would be positive. Therefore, if we …nd that the e¤ective response of respondents whom we
classify as Contrary is positive, then such updating would be clearly rational.
Ef f
Table 9 reports the median e¤ective response, Ri;t+1
, by updating heuristic. The …rst row

pools all the majors together and shows that the median e¤ective response is 0.89 for Alarmists,
compared to 0.67 for Bayesians. The response to e¤ective information is close to unit elastic for
Alarmists, and inelastic for Bayesians and Conservatives. On the other hand, the median e¤ective
response for Contrary respondents is negative. That is, respondents whom we categorize as
Contrary are updating, on average, in a way that is hard to rationalize, even after controlling for
the information content of the signals that they receive. There is substantial variation in e¤ective
response as indicated by the large standard deviations. To test for whether the distribution of
Ef f
Ri;t+1
varies statistically between Bayesians and the other updating heuristics, the table also

reports non-parametric tests for equality of the medians, as well as the Kolmogrov-Smirnov test
Ef f
for the equality of distributions. We …nd that estimates of Ri;t+1
for Contrary and Alarmist

types are statistically di¤erent from those of Bayesians. The remaining rows of the table show
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the corresponding statistics separately by major, and the same patterns emerge for most majors.
Overall, this shows that our updating model and classi…cation of heuristics is quite reasonable.
Alarmist respondents have a signi…cantly higher e¤ective response, compared to Bayesians and
Conservatives. Respondents whom we characterize as Contrary are, on average, updating in a
manner that cannot be rationalized by our updating model. Still, their updating could possibly
be a consequence of them systematically updating about how strong the students are who choose
that major (and hence their own relative ability). Data on revisions in beliefs about perceived
ability allow us to test for this possibility.23 Average revisions as well as average absolute revisions
for respondents who are classi…ed as using the Contrary heuristic are qualitatively similar to
those of their counterparts using other heuristics.24 This, combined with our …nding in Table 8
that average absolute errors do not systematically vary across updating heuristics, suggests that
respondents using the Contrary heuristic are simply not updating in a sensible way.

6

Discussion: Behavior, Long-term E¤ect of Information,
and Welfare Gains

Next, we assess whether the earnings updating spills over into beliefs about future actions, such
as the student’s future choice of major, and whether there is evidence of welfare gains as result
of our information treatments. In addition, we investigate whether the updating patterns that
we observe persist in the long-term, beyond the horizon of the survey.

23

We asked the following question: "Consider the situation where either you graduate with a Bachelor’s degree
in each of the following major categories or you never graduate/drop out. Think about the other individuals (at
NYU and other universities) who will graduate in each of these categories or never graduate/drop out. On a
ranking scale of 1-100, where do you think you would rank in terms of ability when compared to all individuals in
that category? ", where 1 represents highest ability rank. This question is asked at the initial stage as well as at
the intermediate stage after revelation of information.
24
More precisely, the average (absolute) revision in ability beliefs for respondents using the Contrary heuristic
is -3.5 (15.99), compared with an average (absolute) revision of -5.5 (16.07) for their counterparts. Di¤erences
not statistically signi…cant at 90% or higher. Note that average revisions are negative, i.e., ability beliefs are on
average revised towards better (lower number) ranks.
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6.1

Major Choice Beliefs

A natural question to ask is whether our information treatments have an impact on students’
beliefs about their future choice of college major.25 Recall that our respondents are current college
students, the majority of whom are freshman or sophomore students. Along with questions on
earnings beliefs, our survey also asked respondents to provide the expected future percent chance
(0 100) they would graduate in each of the 5 di¤erent major categories.26 These questions about
major choice were asked at all 3 stages of the survey, before and after the information treatments.
For each respondent i, we calculated the absolute value of the change in the percent chance of
graduating with each major as jpi;m;t+1

pi;m;t j, where pi;m;t is the initial stage belief about

the probability of graduating in a particular major m, prior to any information revelation; and
pi;m;t+1 is either the intermediate or …nal belief, after information revelation.
Table 10 reports various statistics for the distribution of beliefs about graduating with different majors. The …rst row shows that, in the intermediate stage, about half of all respondents
changed their beliefs about the percent chance they would graduate with a particular college
major. The mean of the absolute value of the change varies from 4.17 to 7.95 points (on a 0-100
scale) for the college major categories, with small mean absolute changes of around 2 for the
not graduate category. For all majors, while there are large mean changes from the initial to
intermediate stage, there is still additional updating in beliefs at the …nal stage after the second
round of information treatments. With the large standard deviations (relative to means), we see
evidence of substantial heterogeneity in the responsiveness of college major beliefs to the information treatments. We conclude that the information treatments we provided were meaningful
enough not only to shift beliefs about self earnings but also for some individuals to update their
expected probabilities of completing particular types of degrees.

25

Wiswall and Zafar (2011) explore this issue in detail using the experimentally-generated panel of beliefs and
probabilistic choices to estimate a rich lifecycle model of college major choice without imposing any parametric
assumptions on the taste distributions.
26
Self beliefs about the probability of graduating with a major in each of the categories were elicited as follows:
"What do you believe is the percent chance (or chances out of 100) that you would either graduate from NYU with
a major in the following major categories or that you would never graduate/drop-out (i.e., you will never receive
a Bachelor’s degree from NYU or any other university)? ".
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6.2

Welfare

To provide some sense of the magnitude in updating our information treatments induced, we next
provide a measure of welfare changes caused by the information treatment. In general, we would
expect that at least some respondents in our survey are better o¤ through exposure to previously
unknown information. As discussed above, many of the individuals in our survey respond to the
information treatments by updating their beliefs about future college major choices. Under the
assumption that earnings are the main determinant of college major choice, we can compute the
welfare change for respondent i as a result of our information experiment as follows:

4Welfarei

X

(pi;m;t+1 Xi;m;t+1

(3)

pi;m;t Xi;m;t+1 );

m

where pi;m;t+1 (pi;m;t ) is the probability reported by i of majoring in major m after (before) the
information on population earnings is provided to them, and Xi;m;t+1 is individual i’s updated
P
(post) beliefs about earnings in major m.
Xi;m;t+1 is expected earnings after the
m pi;m;t+1
P
information treatment, and m pi;m;t Xi;m;t+1 is expected earnings if the individual were to
maintain the same college major choices as before the information treatment. 4Welfarei would
equal zero if the survey participant does not update her expected future major choices at all.
4Welfarei > 0 if the respondent updates her expected future major choices in such a way that
her expected earnings increase. While de…ning welfare on the basis that age 30 earnings are
the only determinant of major choice is clearly restrictive (Arcidiacono, 2004; Be¤y et al., 2011;
Gemici and Wiswall, 2011; Zafar, forthcoming), the point of this exercise is simply to provide
some sense of the magnitude of the change in students’choices using earnings as the metric.
The …rst column of Table 11 shows that the mean welfare change is $327 in our sample: as
a result of our information experiment, expected earnings at age 30 increase by $327 due to the
induced shift in expected college major choices. The majority of the change in expected earnings
occurs between the initial and …nal stage as the mean welfare change at the …nal stage is $1,014.
Around 75 percent of respondents had non-negative changes in welfare (4Welfarei

0) and

the median change in welfare is zero since around half of all respondents do not change their
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choice probabilities. The increase in welfare, measured using expected earnings, is a consequence
of some respondents adjusting their anticipated major choices as a result of the information
treatments. While, on average, our information treatment increases welfare, de…ned as perceived
monetary returns to majors, we are unable to test whether these gains will be actually realized,
since student outcomes are not yet observable.
6.2.1

Imposing Bayesian Updating

As we show in the previous section, there is considerable heterogeneity in belief updating, and the
majority of the subjects in our information experiment are classi…ed as non-Bayesian updaters.
In fact, nearly a third of our respondents are either Conservative or Non-Updaters, i.e., relative to
the Bayesian benchmark, they respond insu¢ ciently to the information. To provide some measure
of the consequences of naively assuming that all individuals update in a Bayesian fashion, we
conduct an exercise in which we compute the gap between the expected earnings using observed
revisions in our sample and the Bayesian-based expected earnings using the Bayesian benchmark.
This gap, which we refer to as the "Bayesian welfare gap" is de…ned as:
4WelfareBayes
i

X

Bayes
pi;m;t+1 (Xi;m;t+1

Xi;m;t+1 );

(4)

m

Bayes
is obtained from the updating model in equation (2). 4WelfareBayes
6= 0 implies
where Xi;m;t+1
i

that the Bayesian updating rule yields gains di¤erent from those obtained from actual observed
updating, with 4WelfareBayes
> 0 implying that the Bayesian updating rule overestimates the
i
welfare gains of our information intervention.
The second column of Table 11 calculates various statistics for the distribution of the Bayesian
welfare gap. We …nd that the mean Bayesian gap is $7,446, i.e., assuming Bayesian updating
overestimates the gains of our intervention on expected earnings at age 30 by $7,446. However,
re‡ecting the heterogeneity in updating heuristics we previously identi…ed, only half of the respondents would have received a non-negative gain in expected earnings from the assumption
of Bayesian updating. This suggests that allowing for heterogeneous non-Bayesian updating,
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rather than naively imposing Bayesian updating, is an important modeling consideration with
substantial di¤erences in the implied welfare levels.

6.3

Persistence of E¤ects of Information

We have shown that our information leads to systematic revisions in earnings beliefs, with revisions measured within a survey over a short time horizon. An important question from a policy
perspective is whether the revisions that we observe are temporary and just an artifact of our
stylized setting,27 or whether they persist in the long-run. In the initial survey conducted in
mid-2010, respondents who were assigned to one of the four treatments were asked whether they
would be willing to be contacted for a follow-up study. In early 2012, 365 (out of the 380) respondents who were freshmen and sophomores at the time of the initial survey and had provided
their consent for a follow-up were re-contacted for a follow-up survey and some experiments. 115
respondents participated in the follow-up study.28 Self earnings beliefs and probabilistic major
choices were re-asked in the follow-up survey.
In order to investigate whether the e¤ect of information on beliefs is persistent, Table 12
regresses the follow-up earnings beliefs on initial and …nal stage earnings beliefs from the …rst
survey. If our information had permanent e¤ects on beliefs, we should expect to …nd a stronger
relationship of current (follow-up) earnings beliefs with …nal stage beliefs than with initial beliefs;
the converse should be observed if the e¤ect of information were only temporary. The …rst
column shows a correlation of 0.420 between follow-up self earnings beliefs and initial stage
earnings beliefs. The second column shows that follow-up earnings beliefs are more strongly
correlated with …nal stage self earnings: a correlation of 0.617, which is statistically di¤erent
from the correlation reported in the …rst column (p-value = 0.079). Turning to column (3),
27

For example, one could argue that the revisions we observe may be partially a consequence of an experimenter
demand e¤ect, i.e., respondents revising their attitudes upon receipt of information simply because they believe
doing so constitutes appropriate behavior (Zizzo, 2010). In our setting, this should, in general, not be a factor
since the survey is anonymous and respondents have no explicit incentive to revise their beliefs. More importantly,
a simple demand e¤ect should not lead to the systematic revision in beliefs that we observe.
115
28
= 31:5% is a lower bound, since some of the students who reported being
Note that the response rate of 365
sophomores in 2010 would have possibly graduated early, prior to the follow-up survey.
We do not …nd evidence of selection on observables in terms of who participates in the follow-up survey (statistics
available from the authors upon request).
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which includes both initial and …nal stage earnings beliefs as regressors, we see that both are
signi…cant predictors of follow-up self earnings beliefs. However, the coe¢ cient on …nal stage self
earnings is three times as large as that on initial self earnings (di¤erence statistically signi…cant at
1%). This provides strong suggestive evidence that the e¤ect of the information was long-lasting,
and persisted beyond the horizon of the survey.

7

Conclusion

Expectations and aspirations have been shown to be important predictors of schooling choices,
above and beyond other standard determinants of schooling (Jacob and Wilder, 2010; Beaman
et al., 2012). How students form these expectations is an important question for researchers
and policy-makers alike, and remains an understudied area. This paper attempts to …ll this gap
by using an information experiment embedded in a survey. We …nd that students revise their
beliefs of future earnings when provided with information on the population distribution of these
characteristics. While there is substantial heterogeneity in students’response to information, it is
correlated with the information content of the signals they receive, suggesting sensible updating
on part of students. We also …nd substantial heterogeneity in updating heuristics used by our
sample, with the majority of students classi…ed as non-Bayesian updaters. Moreover, we present
strong suggestive evidence that the e¤ect of information on self beliefs seems to persist in the
long-run.
One policy implication of our results is almost immediate: Students respond to information
about the population distribution of earnings by revising their beliefs as well as expected future
choices. Since expectations play a critical role in decision-making under uncertainty and, in
particular, for human capital decisions which have substantial economic consequences (Cunha et
al., 2005), the large errors in population beliefs in our sample –even one comprised primarily of
high ability students –suggests a role for information campaigns focused on providing accurate
information on returns to schooling. While such campaigns have been conducted in developing countries (Jensen, 2010; Nguyen, 2010), our results make a case for such interventions in
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developed countries as well. However, our results also indicate that welfare gains from such
interventions are likely to be heterogeneous, and assuming a Bayesian updating rule may not be
the correct way to evaluate gains from such interventions.
While there are large gender di¤erences in composition of college majors (Gemici and Wiswall,
2011; Zafar, forthcoming), we do not …nd signi…cant gender di¤erences in information processing: while women are more responsive to their population errors, the distributions of updating
heuristics do not di¤er statistically by gender. Studies have shown that men tend to be more
overcon…dent than women in a wide variety of settings (Barber and Odean, 2001; Niederle and
Vesterlund, 2007). Possible mechanisms through which this may happen are gender di¤erences in
information acquisition and/or information processing.29 Our …ndings rule out gender di¤erences
in information processing as a possible explanation.
Another notable …nding is that response to information is asymmetric and that, when information is bad news, students are likely to discount it. These …ndings support recent theoretical
work on economic decisions involving uncertainty and belief formation over quantities of importance to the individual, such as future earnings. In these models, beliefs a¤ect utility directly and
not only through their impact on decision making. These models of ego or anticipatory utility
predict that information processing would deviate from Bayesian updating towards optimism
(Brunnermeier and Parker, 2005; Koszegi, 2006). Our …ndings are in line with this bias, and
have implications for …eld studies and other interventions in which information or feedback is
disseminated to respondents, particularly in the context of human capital investment decisions.
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Figure 1: Survey Outline
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Figure 2: Local linear regression of self earnings revisions on population errors (pooling General
and Speci…c treatments).
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Figure 3:
Actual revision ( observed posterior-observed
) versus Bayesian revision
observed prior
Bayesian posterior-observed prior
(
) for all majors combined. Shown are the lines of best …t for
observed prior
the Speci…c and General treatments, and a 45-degree line.
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Female Major Speci…c Treatment

Male Major Speci…c Treatment

percentage that are working full time is
average annual earnings of those that are working full time is
percentage of those that are working full time that earn more than $35,000 per year is
percentage of those that are working full time that earn more than $85,000 per year is

Econ
93.5%
$74,542
92.4%
31.5%
34.70%

Also Revealed to All Respondents in Final Stage

percentage that are working full time is
average annual earnings of those that are working full time is
percentage of those that are working full time that earn more than $35,000 per year is
percentage of those that are working full time that earn more than $85,000 per year is

The percentage of those who are women is

The
The
The
The

The following information is from the US Census Bureau.
Among all male college graduates aged 30 who received a Bachelor’s degree in major (M):

The
The
The
The

The following information is from the US Census Bureau.
Among all female college graduates aged 30 who received a Bachelor’s degree in major (M):
Econ
60.6%
$60,730
85.5%
27.5%

69.80%
52.80%
$60,376
80.70%
14.80%

The following information is from the US Census Bureau.
Among all college graduates currently aged 30:
The percentage that are working full time is
The percentage of those that are working full time who are women is
The average annual earnings of those that are working full time is
The percentage of those that are working full time that earn more than $35,000 per year is
The percentage of those that are working full time that earn more than $85,000 per year is

College Treatment

59.80%
42.70%
$45,726
59.00%
7.30%

The following information is from the US Census Bureau.
Among all individuals (including college and non-college graduates) aged 30:
The percentage that are working full time is
The percentage of those that are working full time who are women is
The average annual earnings of those that are working full time is
The percentage of those that are working full time that earn more than $35,000 per year is
The percentage of those that are working full time that earn more than $85,000 per year is

All Individuals Treatment

Table 1: Information revealed in the Treatments

18.20%

Eng
91.6%
$82,377
95.2%
33.6%

Eng
72.8%
$75,086
99.0%
26.9%

55.20%

Hum
77.6%
$52,937
78.8%
8.7%

Hum
52.3%
$49,154
72.2%
8.0%

48.00%

Nat
81.9%
$72,583
90.6%
24.2%

Nat
55.3%
$60,021
84.0%
8.5%

42.30%

No Grad
72.1%
$47,803
65.2%
5.7%

No Grad
51.6%
$34,603
44.9%
1.6%

Table 2: Sample Characteristics for the Treatment Group
Number of respondents:
495
Num of respondents by Treatment:
Male Treatment
Female Treatment
College Treatment
Individuals Treatment

123
117
124
131

School year:
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior

40.40%
36.36%
23.23%

Mean Age
(std.)
Female

20.13
(1.17)
64.04%

Race:
White
Non-Asian Minority
Asian
Parents’Characteristics:
Mean Parents’Income ($1000s)

37.98%
17.58%
44.44%
(std.)

Mother B.A. or More
Father B.A. or More
Ability Measures:
Mean SAT Math Score
(std.)
Mean SAT Verbal Score
(std.)
Mean GPA
(std.)

161.24
166.55
70.93%
75.51%
699.52
(77.51)
682.54
(70.99)
3.48
(0.32)

Intended/Current Major:
Economics
Engineering
Humanities
Natural Science

30.10%
4.44%
48.28%
17.17%

(Intend to) Double Major

36.77%

48

49
495

495

-j
495

68.44
[75]
(23.69)
62.42
[70]
(23.99)
43.88
[40]
(23.79)
56.25
[60]
(25.46)
15.99
[10]
(19.14)

(4)

All

123

109.29
[85]
(111.31)
98.50
[80]
(112.41)
64.98
[60]
(35.04)
77.97
[70]
(42.39)
37.91
[40]
(16.44)

(5)

Male Te

117

94.73
[80]
(62.79)
82.51
[75]
(52.71)
66.35
[55]
(70.70)
80.78
[70]
(82.43)
37.90
[32]
(42.03)

(6)

Female T

123

45.73
[18.54]
(107.23)
37.63
[17.38]
(107.10)
20.34
[12.94]
(30.93)
24.02
[17.42]
(35.28)
15.84
[15.8]
(10.76)

(7)

Male T

117

37.63
[19.27]
(60.67)
25.47
[15.09]
(46.68)
23.52
[10.85]
(68.84)
29.54
[14.98]
(79.68)
15.77
[9.6]
(39.08)

(8)

Fem T

Mean reported in the …rst cell. Median reported in square brackets [.]. Standard Deviation reported in parentheses (.).
a
Beliefs reported in the Initial Stage about self earnings in ’000s of dollars.
b
Beliefs of earnings of respondents who report to be majoring in that major (in 000s). The column also reports the pairwise test
of whether mean of these respondents is equal to that reported by those not majoring in that major: *** Sig. at the 1% level.
c
Probability (on a 0-100 scale) of annual income at 30 being
$35,000, and
$85,000 in each of the major categories.
d
Beliefs reported about the earnings of current 30 year olds working in the labor force (in 000s of dollars).
e
Male T (Female t) column refers to the Male (Female) treatments. In these, respondents reported the population beliefs for
male (female) workers.
f
General T refers to the two general treatments–Individual and College Treatments.
g
Absolute Population Earning Error in major m = jTrue Population Earnings in m - Beliefs about pop earnings in mj.
h
In the Individual Treatment, students reported population beliefs about all Individuals currently in the full-time labor force.
i
In the College Treatment, students reported population beliefs about College graduates currently in the full-time labor force.
j
There are 149 students (intending to) majoring in Econ, 22 in Engineering, 239 in Humanities, and 85 in Natural Sciences.

Observations

83.09
[95]
(27.46)
80.99
[94]
(27.56)
74.31
[80]
(24.85)
77.58
[85]
(26.70)
48.68
[50]
(29.12)

(3)

All

160.33***
[100]
(219.85)
122.20
[90]
(185.27)
66.78
[60]
(42.35)
138.62***
[90]
(160.16)

(2)

(1)

128.46
[90]
(159.55)
Engineering
99.33
[80]
(113.32)
Humanities
66.45
[60]
(45.61)
Natural Science
92.96
[70]
(98.84)
No Degree
38.75
[30]
(75.61)

Economics

All

All

Table 3: Baseline Beliefs about Self, and Population Earnings (in 000s of Dollars)
Self
Self Beliefs Prob of earningc Pop. Earning Beliefs:d Absolute Pop. Earning
a
Beliefs
(in major)b
$35K
$85K
Errors:g

Table 4: Revisions in Self Earnings, in $1,000s
Treatment Control
Speci…c T General T
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
All Majors

-8.14
(80.01)
[26.55]***

-3.85
(19.63)
[13.14]

-7.24
(80.89)
[28.15]

-8.98
(79.20)
[25.04]

Economics

-28.54*
(115.2)
[42.88]**

-9.06
(22.49)
[15.84]

-31.10
(105.5)
[44.20]

-26.13
(123.8)
[41.64]

Engineering

-9.01
(80.39)
[29.19]*

-4.42
(22.96)
[15.53]

-5.20
(79.32)
[28.55]

-12.60
(81.39)
[29.79]

Humanities

-1.96
(35.15)
[16.19]+

-1.71
(16.79)
[11.83]

-2.04
(35.04)
[16.62]

-1.89
(35.32)
[15.79]

Natural Science

-9.73
(82.84)
[28.98]**

-5.41
(20.17)
[14.30]

-10.88
(84.28)
[31.23]

-8.65
(81.62)
[26.87]

No Degree

8.56
(59.10)
[15.48]

1.17
(12.86)
[8.34]

13.03+
(77.78)
[20.15]*

4.36
(32.62)
[11.09]

Num Obs.

2475

575

1200

1275

The table reports the revisions for self beliefs for the various major categories in $1,000s.
Standard deviations in parentheses. Average absolute percent revision is reported in [.].
The table reports two sets of pairwise t-tests; +; ; ;
denote signi…cance at 15%, 10%,
5%, and 1%, respectively:
a) test for the equality of mean revision and mean absolute revision for Treatment and
Control groups. Asterisks reported in the Treatment column.
b) test for the equality of mean revision and mean absolute revision for Speci…c and
General Treatment groups. Asterisks reported in the Speci…c Treatment column.
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Table 5: Revisions in Self Earnings
Dependent Variable: Self Earnings Revisions (Intermediate –Initial)
(1)
(2)
(3)
Control Group
-3853.3
-3065.1
-3065.1
(3049.30)
(3032.7)
(3032.7)
General Treatment
-8982.1*** -8098.0*** -7096.4***
(2035.3)
(2003.6)
(2011.3)
Speci…c Treatment
-7239.2***
-2598.1
-4651.8**
(2097.9)
(2090.0)
(2080.2)
Errora X Gen. Treat. ( 3 )
0.086***
(0.03)
Error X Spec. Treat. ( 2 )
0.337***
(0.03)
Error X Control Group ( 1 )
0.042
0.042
(0.08)
(0.08)
Error X Info Treatments
0.184***
(0.02)
F-test
Num of Observations

3043

0.5007
0.0264
3043

0.6448
3043

Table reports OLS estimates of regression of (intermediate-initial) revision of
self beliefs onto row covariates.
Standard Deviations (clustered at the individual level) in parentheses.
*,**,*** represent signi…cance at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.
a
Error = True Population Earnings - Population Earnings Belief.
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Table 6: Self Earnings Updating and Population Errors
Dependent Variable: Revisions in Self Earnings Beliefs (Intermediate –Initial)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

(7)

Panel A
Errora

0.184***
(0.02)

Error x General T
Error x Speci…c T
Error x 1(Error>0)
Error x 1(Error<0)

0.347*
(0.19)
0.159***
(0.02)

Err x Gender Matchb

0.439***
(0.06)
0.284***
(0.04)

Err x Gend No Match

Panel B
Error x Female

0.276***
(0.03)
0.066**
(0.03)

Error x Male
Error x Freshman

0.122***
(0.03)
0.194***
(0.05)
0.419***
(0.05)

Error x Sophomore
Error x Junior
Error x High Abilityc

0.194***
(0.03)
0.179***
(0.03)

Error x Low Ability

Panel C
Error x High Vard

0.307***
(0.03)
0.036
(0.03)

Error x Low Var
F-teste

0.008

0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0
Num. Obs
2475
2475
1200
2475
2475
2445
2321
Table reports OLS estimates of regression of (intermediate-initial) revision of self beliefs
on population errors by information type and individual characteristics. All regressions
include a constant term and dummies for each of the covariates that are interacted with
Error (not reported here).
Standard Deviations (clustered at the individual level) in parentheses. *,**,*** represent
signi…cance at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.
a
Error = True Population Earnings - Population Earnings Belief.
b
Gender matches is a dummy that equals 1 if the respondent’s gender is same as that for which
population earnings info is revealed.
c
High Ability is de…ned as SAT score > 1450; 123 of the 420 respondents are high ability.
d
High Variance is a dummy that equals 1 if the respondent’s subjective earnings’variance (obtained
from …tting the respondent’s earnings responses to a beta distribution) is above the cross-sectional
median variance.
e
p-value of joint test of the equality of the estimates in the reported regression.
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0.000

53
0.021
255

31.76%
9.02%
11.76%
18.82%
19.22%
9.41%

240

0.681
85

147
31.18%
6.47%
10.00%
20.59%
22.35%
9.41%
0.000
170

0.129

32.94%
14.12%
15.29%
15.29%
12.94%
9.41%

93

0.382
59

168

0.094
106

0.810
56

0.407

0.042
67

0.466
0.080
183

71
32.84%
7.46%
13.43%
25.37%
13.43%
7.46%

0.156

General Treatments
31.13% 32.14% 32.24%
11.32% 5.36%
9.29%
14.15% 8.93%
11.48%
17.92% 21.43% 15.85%
17.92% 16.07% 20.77%
8.16% 16.07% 10.38%

94

0.212

29.58%
25.35%
4.23%
19.72%
9.86%
11.27%

Speci…c Treatments
27.92% 29.03% 27.21% 27.66% 32.2%
27.38%
18.75% 12.9% 22.45% 25.53% 10.17% 16.07%
11.67% 9.68% 12.93% 10.64% 10.17% 14.88%
20.42% 23.66% 18.37% 15.96% 22.03% 20.83%
12.08% 15.05% 10.2% 9.57% 16.95% 12.50%
9.17% 9.68% 8.84% 10.64% 8.47%
8.33%

(3)

Upper
classmen
(5)

0.004
139

169
29.31%
11.21%
15.52%
16.38%
19.83%
7.76%
0.274
116

0.367

33.81%
7.19%
8.63%
20.86%
18.71%
10.79%

71

29.59%
15.98%
15.98%
20.12%
10.06%
8.28%

Negative
Error
(9)

0.013

23.94%
25.35%
1.41%
21.13%
16.90%
11.27%

Positive
Errorb
(8)

The table reports the distribution (percent) of types, de…ned by updating heuristic.
See text and Appendix A.2 for de…nition of each type.
a
Low ability is the subsample of respondents with SAT score 1450
b
Positive error is the subset of respondents who underestimated population earnings.
c
Updating heuristic cannot be determined in cases where the respondent has missing data for earnings beliefs or percentiles.
d
p-value of a Pearson Chi-square test for equality of distributions for the corresponding groups (male versus female; freshmen
versus upper-classmen; low-ability versus high-ability; positive error versus negative error).
e
p-value of a Chi-square test for equality of type distribution within a group (that is, column) for General and Speci…c treatments.

Equality of Spec and Gene
Observations

Chi-square test

Bayesian
Alarmist
Conservative
Non-Updater
Contrary
Unde…ned heuristic

Observations

Chi-square testd

Bayesian
Alarmist
Conservative
Non-Updater
Contrary
Unde…ned heuristicc

(2)

(1)

Freshmen
(4)

High
Ability
(7)

Female

Low
Abilitya
(6)

Male

All

Table 7: Distribution of Updating Heuristics For Self Earnings in Own (Intended) Major

Table 8: Absolute Error (in each Major Category) vs. Type (in each Major Category)
Dependent Variable: Absolute Error in Population Earningsa
Economics Engineering Humanities Nat. Science No Degree
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
All Treatments
Alarmist
Conservative
Non-Updater
Contrary
Constant
F-test (p-value)
Observations

-852.2
(12427.1)
10376.1
(13950.2)
-3035.9
(11109.7)
-8877.7
(14372.8)
32400.7***
(6926.3)

16577.4*
(9775.8)
1910.7
(13705.3)
18834.5*
(11019.5)
11692.8
(11731.0)
16754.9***
(6460.8)

6342.6
(10495.0)
7158.4
(12609.8)
9181.3
(8945.6)
12623.7
(9686.5)
16337.6***
(5752.6)

7876.8
(9926.5)
22034.3*
(13052.6)
22020.0**
(10668.8)
10175.2
(11155.9)
14969.2**
(6883.4)

31447.0***
(9709.8)
4477.8
(10230.2)
10520.3
(8293.4)
3535.8
(8948.8)
10620.0*
(5839.6)

0.8543
440

0.329
444

0.7289
459

0.2381
444

0.0204
453

Table reports OLS estimates of regression of Abs. error in pop earnings onto the respondent’s type
in that major (excluded category is Bayesian).
Standard errors in parentheses. All regressors are dummy variables. Signi…cance stars (*, **, ***)
represent signi…cance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively:
a
Absolute Population Earning Error in major m = jTrue Population Earnings in m - Beliefs about
pop earnings in mj.
b
P-value for a test of the joint signi…cance of all the covariates excluding the constant term.
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Table 9: Median Response to E¤ective Information by Updating Type
Bayesian Alarmist Conservative Non-Updater Contrary
All Majors
Num. Obs.
Economics
Num. Obs.
Engineering
Num. Obs.
Humanities
Num. Obs.
Natural Science
Num. Obs.
No Degree

0.67
(3.75)
731

0.89*
(4.60)
446***

0.50*
(4.68)
265

0***
516***

-0.39***
(3.71)
380***

0.65
(3.84)
169

1.02*
(4.90)
76***

1.18*
(6.21)
62

0***
106***

-0.35***
(3.93)
54***

0.51
(3.93)
153

0.96*
(4.90)
117***

0.30*
(5.49)
47

0***
83***

-0.25***
(3.85)
67***

0.65
(3.90)
158

0.92*
(3.54)
69***

0.48*
(3.26)
45

0***
116***

-0.52***
(3.84)
88***

0.65
(3.45)
129

0.98*
(4.83)
115***

0.69*
(4.88)
52

0***
90***

-.5***
(3.67)
82***

0.78
(3.53)
122

0.82*
(4.38)
69***

0.41*
(2.42)
59

0***
121***

-0.39***
(3.33)
Num. Obs.
89***
The table reports the median and standard dev of the response to e¤ective info ( Posterior-Prior
)
E¤ective Info

for each major by the updating type in that major. Standard deviations in parentheses.
The table also reports pairwise tests of the equality of the median (Median test) and the distribution
(Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) against the corresponding value for the Bayesian type.
Stars reported on the median and sample size, respectively.
***,**,* Di¤erence signi…cant at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.

Table 10: Impact of Information on Choices and Welfare
Absolute Probability Changea
Economics Engineering Humanities Natural Science No Degree

a

Int. - Initial

5.82
[1] 50.1%
(9.86)

4.17
[0] 46.67%
(7.26)

7.95
[3] 55.15%
(12.73)

5.38
[1] 50.3%
(9.75)

2.01
[0] 27.88%
(6.13)

Final - Initial

6.9
[2] 53.13%
(11.46)

4.84
[0] 48.48%
(8.42)

8.79
[4] 56.36%
(13.77)

6.16
[0] 49.9%
(11.23)

2.10
[0] 27.68%
(6.34)

The …rst row shows the mean absolute change in choice probability (on a 0-100 scale). In the second
row, [.] is the median absolute change in probability and the % is the proportion of respondents who
change their probability in that stage relative to the initial stage. Standard deviations of absolute change
in probabilities reported in parentheses in third row.
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Table 11: Impact of Information on Choices and Welfare
Welfare Change
Using Actual Forcing Bayesian
Updatinga
Updatingb
7.45
[1.35] 54.34%
(28.07)
495
Final - Initial
10.13
[2.97] 55.56%
(26.33)
495
a
Welfare
change
using
actual
updating
for
individual
i
is
de…ned as:
P
(p
X
p
X
):
i;m;t+1
i;m;t
i;m;t+1
m i;m;t+1
b
Welfare
gap
forcing
Bayesian
updating
for individual i is:
P
Bayes
p
(X
X
):
i;m;t+1
i;m;t+1
i;m;t+1
m
Variables subscripted with t + 1 are the updated beliefs reported in intermediate
Int. - Initial

0.327
[0] 73.94%
(7.14)
495
1.01
[0] 76.77%
(7.07)
495

stage for the top panel and the …nal stage for the lower panel. Prior is the belief
reported in the initial stage.
Welfare amounts are in 000s of dollars. The …rst row reports the mean observed
welfare change; the second row reports the median change in [.] and the
proportion of respondents with non-negative welfare change. Standard dev
of welfare change reported in parentheses in third row.

Table 12: Persistence of the Information Treatments
Dependent Variable: Follow-up Self Earnings
(1)
Initial Stage Self Earnings

0.420***
(0.0315)

Final Stage Self Earnings
Constant

(2)

50780.4***
(4406.3)

(3)
0.147***
(0.0463)

0.617***
(0.0396)

0.470***
(0.0606)

42803.5***
(4374.6)

40593.4***
(4395.5)

R-squared
0.237
0.298
0.310
Number of Observations
575
575
575
Table reports OLS estimates of a regression of follow-up survey self earnings on row variables.
Standard errors in parentheses. ***, **, * denote signi…cance at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively:
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Appendix
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Figure A1: Beliefs about earnings in Economics/Business (in 000s of dollars). Top panel shows
the self beliefs about earnings in econ/business at the initial stage for all respondents. Middle
panel shows the errors in population beliefs (true female earnings in econ/business - population
beliefs about female graduates in econ/business) for respondents in the Female Treatment. The
bottom panel shows the percent revision of self beliefs of earnings in econ/business
(intermediate-initial self beliefs) for respondents in the Female treatment.
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Table A1: Heterogeneity in Absolute Errors
Dependent Variable: Absolute Population Error
All
General
Speci…c
Female
High Abilitya
Sophomore
Junior
Non-Asian minority
Asian

-1588.3
(6681.3)
-533.0
(7114.9)
-7389.4
(6620.4)
-8748.7
(7106.8)
-6806.5
(4928.7)
1194.5
(6813.2)

-12712.9
(11962.9)
-9028.1
(12094.6)
-22050.1**
(11105.8)
-24703.0**
(11653.1)
-4194.9
(7525.8)
6727.8
(11106.7)

Gender Matchesb
In-Majorc
College Treatment
Speci…c Treatment

8579.5*
(5128.6)
5216.8
(7136.1)
9858.3
(5993.5)
7686.3
(7232.6)
-10308.0
(6709.6)
-6652.8
(6651.2)
-5805.2
(5611.1)
5339.1
(4341.3)

19219.9*
(9810.8)
5039.7
(5943.7)

Economics

29098.4**
(11695.7)

35289.1**
(14892.3)

20746.5***
(5397.0)
12099.7**
(5077.2)
6386.9
(4390.7)
-3669.5
(2867.5)
14539.1**
(6177.7)

F-testd

0.571

0.439

0.365

Obs.
R-Squared

2445
0.006

1250
0.044

1195
0.032

Engineering
Natural Science
No Degree
Constant

Table reports pooled OLS estimates of the absolute error on demographics.
The …rst column pools responses from all treatments, while column 2 (3) reports
the results for the sample assigned the General (Speci…c) treatments.
Absolute Error in major m = jTrue Pop Earnings in m - Beliefs about pop earningsj.
Standard errors (clustered at the individual level) in parentheses. *,**,*** represent
signi…cance at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.
a
High Ability is de…ned as SAT score > 1450; 123 of the 420 respondents are high ability.
b
Dummy that equals 1 if the respondent’s gender is the same as that of the population
workers about whom information is provided.
c
Dummy that equals 1 if the respondent’s (intended) major is the same as the one for
which beliefs are being reported.
d
p-value of a F-test for the joint signi…cance of coe¢ cients on demographic variables
(Female, High Ability, Sophomore, Junior, Non-Asian minority, and Asian).
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A.1

Information on Survey Design and Information Treatments

Description of data sources provide to survey respondents:
Sources:
1) CPS: The Current Population Survey (CPS) is a monthly survey of about 50,000 households
conducted by the Bureau of the Census for the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The survey has been
conducted for more than 50 years. The CPS is the primary source of information on the labor
force characteristics of the U.S. population. The sample is scienti…cally selected to represent the
civilian non-institutional population.
2) NSCG: The 2003 National Survey of College Graduates (NSCG) is a longitudinal survey,
designed to provide data on the number and characteristics of individuals. The Bureau of the
Census conducted the NSCG for the NSF (National Science Foundation). The target population
of the 2003 survey consisted of all individuals who received a bachelor’s degree or higher prior
to April 1, 2000.
Methodology:
1) CPS: Our CPS sample is taken from the March 2009 survey. Full time status is de…ned
as "usually" working at least 35 hours in the previous year, working at least 45 weeks in the
previous year, and earning at least $10,000 in the previous year. Average employment rates,
average earnings, and percent with greater than $35,000 or $85,000 earnings is calculated using
a sample of 2,739 30 year old respondents.
2) NSCG: We calculate in‡ation adjusted earnings using the Consumer Price Index. The
salary …gures we report are therefore equivalent to CPS …gures in 2009 March real dollars. Full
time status is de…ned as in the CPS sample. Given the need to make precise calculations for each
…eld of study group, we use the combined sample of 30-35 year old respondents and age adjust
the reported statistics for 30 year olds. This sample consists of 14,116 individuals. To calculate
average earnings, we use an earnings regression allowing for separate age intercepts, one each
for 6 ages 30-35. The predicted value of earnings from the regression is used as the estimate of
average earnings for 30 year olds. For the percent full time employed, and percent with earnings
greater than $35,000 and $85,000, we use a logit model to predict these percentages for 30 year
olds and include a separate coe¢ cient for each of the 6 ages 30-35.

A.2

Classi…cation of Heuristics

Bayes
Consider the case where Xi;t+1
> Xit , i.e., a respondent should revise beliefs upward on receipt
of information, we classify the respondent’s type, Typei , as follows:30
8
Bayes
Bayesian
if jXi;t+1
Xi;t+1 j
Bandi
>
>
>
>
>
Bayes
>
>
Alarmist
if Xi;t+1 > Xi;t+1
+ Band+
>
<
Bayes
Typei =
(A1)
Conservative
if (Xi;t+1 Xit ) & (Xi;t+1 < Xi;t+1
Bandi )
>
>
>
>
>
>
Contrary
if Xi;t+1 < Xit
>
>
:
Non-Updater
if Xi;t+1 = Xit ;

where Bandi is a band around the Bayesian posterior within which the respondent is considered
to be Bayesian. The upper end of the interval, Band+ , is 10% of the sample standard deviation in
beliefs reported at the baseline, std(Xt ). The lower end of the band, Bandi = minf0.10*std(Xt );
Bayes
0.5*jXi;t+1
Xit jg. We choose a non-symmetric band with a tighter lower bound because, in
30

For simplicity, we do not index any of these variables my major, but each of them is major-speci…c.
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cases where the sample standard deviation in beliefs is very large, we may be left with no conservative types. This criteria ensures that there are always some respondents who are classi…ed as
conservatives. For downward revisions, the updating type is de…ned analogously. This classi…cation, obviously, involves some subjectivity in how the band is de…ned. An alternative criteria that
involves no subjectivity is to classify any insu¢ cient (excessive) response relative to the Bayesian
benchmark as conservative (alarmist). Reducing the bandwidth around the Bayesian benchmark
to zero would ensure that almost all of the sample is classi…ed as non-Bayesian updaters.

A.3

Measurement Error in Self Beliefs

In order to understand the extent to which measurement error plague these data, we use data on
revisions of the control group. Recall, that for the control group, we elicited their self beliefs and
population beliefs in the initial stage, just as we did for the treatment group. However, in the
intermediate stage, we re-elicited their self beliefs without providing any new information. Then
the intermediate - initial beliefs for the Control group inform us about the extent of measurement
error in self earnings beliefs.
Now consider the simple linear model:
y i = x i + "i ;
where xi is the true change in earnings beliefs for respondent i, and yi is say, the change in
reported major probabilities. While xi is unobserved, a measurement of xi of xi is observed
with:
xi = x i + vi ;
where vi is measurement error, and E(xi vi ) = 0. For the control group, since there is no change
in actual earnings beliefs with no information provided, true revisions should be zero and so
reported changes should be measurement error, i.e., xcontrol
= vi . The probability limit of the
i
least squares estimator of is:
plim b = (1

V ar(vi )
)=
V ar(xi ) + V ar(vi )
V ar(x )

;

) V ar(vi )
ar(vi )
where is the reliability ratio, and equals V ar(x )+Vi ar(vi ) = V ar(xV iar(x
= 1 VV ar(x
. As
)
i
i)
i
mentioned above, V ar(xi ) is obtained from the data on revisions of the treatment group, while
V ar(vi ) which equals V ar(xcontrol
) is obtained from the revisions of the control group. The data
i
yield a reliability ratio of 0.984, which indicates that measurement error is not a concern in the
data.
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